
NOTABILIA OF THE ARCHEOLOGY AND

NATURAL HISTORY OF THE MERSEY DISTRICT

DURING THREE YEARS, 1863-4*5.

Compiled by Mr. Henry Ecroyd Smith. 

(BEAD BBD MAY, 1866.)

PART I.

AN attempt is made in the following pages to offer a retro 
spective compendium of the rarer productions of our immediate 
neighbourhood, in Lancashire and Cheshire, during the past 
three years, in initiation of an annual report and record for 
the volumes of the Transactions of the Historic Society. 
The compiler has been induced to undertake the experiment 
from a conviction, shared in by valued friends, that the 
Natural History of the District has scarcely had its due 
position at the meetings and in the archives of the Society. 
The local Naturalist's Scrap Book* did not, unfortuately, 
complete an eighteen months' existence; and whilst doubt 
lessly useful to some extent, it was issued in a form unsuited 
for a permanent source of reference of the noticed productions 
of the locality, although contributed to by some of our first 
naturalists. Its main records of discoveries, with other points 
of interest, will be found here reproduced, under the respec 
tive headings of Botany, Fauna, Ornithology, Entomology, 
or Conchology, with additional communications from various 
well-known naturalists, whose disinterested and most kindly- 
vouchsafed assistance the compiler takes this opportunity of 
gratefully acknowledging. Far from wishing to monopolize 
the compilation of such a report, he will be only too glad to

* Born April, 1863; expired August, 1864. 
02
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surrender the several departments to recognized students in 
these, to some of which he only stands in the relation of 
amateur. As regards Archseology, the circumstances are 
somewhat different; hut like all the shorter notices in natural 
history the responsibility attaching to his description of the 
various antiquarian remains devolves "wholly upon the writer.

It is essential to state that the " district" named is by no 
means limited to the arbitrary and most unsatisfactory one 
hitherto nominally retained, viz., nine miles round Liverpool 
or Woodside,  which bound has been overstepped, at one time 
or another, by almost every contributor to the Scrap Book, 
the Editors of which ultimately added even a portion of 
Wales to their previously contracted limits ! For the sake of 
argument, however, would any stranger to the neighbourhood 
imagine that the " Liverpool district," in this stricter sense, 
absolutely included an extent of land in a neighbouring 
county some sixteen miles in length 1 The more natural, 
comprehensive, and yet simple term used in these pages is, 
" Mersey district," (although it unavoidably encroaches upon 
the Dee shore,) which in general terms stretches from War- 
rington downward to the sea-board, there embracing Southport 
on the north and Hilbre upon the south.

ARCHEOLOGY.
Apart from the picturesque moated halls of the gentry, 

erected in the Tudor or Stuart period, the antiquities of the 
Mersey district have never made any great local display. The 
vestiges of its ancient erections existing in situ, so far as 
known, are, with little exception, confined to traces of one or 
two Roman stations remains, mostly very meagre, of half-a- 
dozen religious houses and the rude foundations of the 
houses of long extinct villages once flourishing upon the 
sea-board, as that of MEOLES, ancient Formby and the name 
less one upon the island of Hilbre.
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Perhaps the most interesting discovery of the past three 
years is that of Roman salinee or salt works near the Weaver, 
the particulars of which have been kindly communicated hy 
Dr. Kendrick of Warrington, to whose exertions the public 
are mainly indebted for the preservation of a perfect evapo 
rating cistern and fragments of others, now deposited in the 
museum of that town. These relics substantiate the fact of 
the local production of salt from brine, for the past sixteen 
centuries, inasmuch as the " wyches" or salt springs of 
Cheshire, as well as those of Droitwich, are known to have 
been worked during the Saxon and early English periods.

The small coin finds by Otterspool have come too lately to 
the ear of the compiler to receive the attention and investiga 
tion they deserve; but»he yet hopes to track the report of the 
later one to its source and possibly secure some of the dis 
persed pieces.

The annual antiquarian yield of the Cheshire shore which, 
for some years, had been diminishing, has lately increased 
somewhat both in volume and interest, although infinitely 
below the harvest which might have been secured during the 
early part of the present century; from how much earlier a 
date it were very interesting to know, but as vain to guess  
no published record (save the finding of the old burial place 
on the Leasowe shore) appearing before 1846.

Coins at Otterspool.

About the commencement of the year 1863, a gardener 
named Wright, now living at Wavertree, but formerly in 
the employ of the late Oliver Holden, Esq., upon his 
beautiful grounds bordering the creek of Otterspool, found 
here a number of coins. He was engaged in " stub- 
" bing up" an-old arbutus tree, when he observed some small 
circular rusty pieces of metal clinging to its roots; but as 
these were evidently neither of silver nor gold he merely
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pocketed -what he noticed, without searching carefully for 
more or for any trace of a receptacle, which is a subject for 
regret on various grounds, for discoveries of deposits of 
Roman coins in our neighbourhood are of the rarest occur 
rence. In this case only twelve were secured and of these 
two have been lost: the remainder are in my possession. All 
prove to be excessively worn, evidencing use extending over 
a long period, but the precise date of their issue it is more 
'difficult to determine, as most of them are evidently villainous 
imitations of small brass pieces of some of the later Eoman 
Emperors, reigning from the middle of the third to that of 
the fourth century. Two, almost equally barbarous, are of 
still later or Byzantine fabrication. So far as I have been 
able to decipher these worn pieces they may be catalogued 
as under: 

1. Claudius Gothicus, A.D. 268 to A.D. 270. Reverse, 
LAETITIA AVG ; the Goddess standing.

2. Numerianus, A.D. 282. Reverse, xx within a wreath  
not a common coin.

VOT
3. Diocletianus, A.D. 284 to A.D. 313. Reverse, xx within

Xr
a wreath.

4. Constantius I, (Chlorus), A.D. 293 to A.D. 306.
 n VOT  
Reverse, xx in a wreath.

5. Licinius, A.D. 307 to A.D. 324. Reverse, SOLI. 
INVICTO. COMITI. Inthejield,^. a figure 
standing between these letters and holding a globe 
in the left hand.

6. Constantine family, precise Emperor undetermined.
7. Illegible.
8. Of small size, probably intended for a Valentinian. 
9 and 10. Byzantine, Emperors unascertained.

H. E. S.



PLATE H.Sof

LEADEN SALT PANS OF THE ROMAN PERIOD.
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A second find of coins at Otterspool,

Towards the end of the year 1863, some navvies em 
ployed in the eonstruction of the new line of railway 
from Liverpool to Manchester, via Garston, found, near 
the inner reach of this old creek, some coins; but fearful 
of their being claimed by other parties, they kept the 
matter so close that little beyond the bare fact of the 
discovery has at length leaked out, too late, possibly, 
to be of use in tracking the coins. These are stated 
to be very small in size and with large letters for such ft 
limited disc, which would lead to the conclusion of their 
proving Stycas of the Saxon kingdom of Northumbria or 
Deira. It is more probable, however, that should any of these 
pieces, reported to have been divided between the finders, be 
ever available for examination, they will be found of the same 
class as the preceding small lot, viz., small brass of the later 
Koman empire, or imitations made to supply a dearth of small 
coinage in the troublous times succeeding the retirement from 
this country of the Roman legions, in the fifth century.

H. E. S.

Notes on Leaden Salt Pans, discovered August, 1864, at 
Northwich, Cheshire. By James Kendrick, Esq., M.D.

The pans or cisterns were formerly four in number and had 
apparently been buried, ten feet below the present surface of 
the locality where they were found, by some far-distant inun 
dation of the river Weaver, from the bank of which they were 
only a few yards distant.

Unfortunately, only one of the pans is now entire, 'the 
others having been broken up and sold for old metal by the 
workmen. One fragment, which I purchased from a marine 
store dealer and brought away with me, bears upon it in large 
letters, DEVE (see Plate I, fig. 3), and if the first letter may 
be considered an imperfect D, it was most probably intended
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for the Eoman name of Chester and may indicate that the 
Nortlrwich salinse belonged to that town.

The entire brine-pan (fig. 1) is now deposited in the War- 
rington museum, and is of an oblong-square form, being 
3 feet 5 inches long by 2 feet 3j inches in breadth, inside 
measure. The depth is 4|- inches, and the lead of which the 
pan is composed is about f inch in thickness. The upper 
edge is thicker than the bottom or sides, forming a rim for 
the purpose of additional strength. The inner surface of the 
bottom of the vessel is thickly scored by the teeth of a rake 
used to remove the dross, so often deposited in the process of 
evaporation. Externally, the bottom of the pan bears traces 
of a coating of soot, probably from a wood fire, as half-con 
sumed timber was found underneath the pan when discovered. 
At each end of the vessel is a hole in the side, apparently for 
the purpose of fixing it to a wooden framework, as fig. 6 on 
pan 1.

From another fragment of a pan, also in our museum, 
I send two casts of an inscription, device, or numerals in 
relief, composed of what looks like three C's, with as many 
upright strokes on either side, thus III CCC III (fig. 4), fol 
lowed by a segment of a circle of cable ornament, &c., 
(fig. 5 on pan, fig. 2.)

I am of opinion that each brine-pan has been cast in a 
square flat piece and afterwards turned up at the four sides. 
My reason for thinking so is, that some of the ornamenta 
tion is on the precise angle formed by the side and the bottom 
of the pan.

If we may rely upon the statements of the workmen who 
discovered these pans, they appear to have been originally 
disposed in a line, their longer sides being applied together; 
and the finders were also of opinion that they had been raised 
upon some strong wooden posts, which were found along with 
them. A passage or flue would thus be established beneath
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them, along which a current of hot air might flow from a, 
wood fire at one end, without any direct application of flame 
to the lower surface of the pans.

I venture to suggest that these brine-pans, vats or cisterns 
are of Eoman date and manufacture, for the letters, of which 
I send casts, are in the Eoman character, and the cable or 
raised-cord ornament was" of frequent use in the decoration of 
leaden utensils by the Eomans, as shewn in the chests and 
coffins of this metal, depicted by Mr. C. Eoach Smith in the 
Coll. Antiqua.

It is also not improbable that the salinee named by the 
geographer of Eavenna as near Chester, may have been at 
Northwich. At the same time it is singular that in several 
early mediaeval Latin charters connected with Droitwich, such 
brine-pans are termed Plumberia, a certain number of which 
constituted a Bullerium or boiling.

But whether of Eoman or medieval date, the brine-pans 
found at Northwich may be ranked amongst the most in 
teresting of our local relics, and I hope that the preceding 
description, together with the casts which I send, may draw 
the attention of some local archaeologist to their further 
illustration.

Dr. Kendrick's facts, as above stated, are an interesting 
novelty in English archaeology, and I trust will secure among 
our antiquaries the attention they undoubtedly deserve.

That salt was in general use in ancient times is notorious, 
and its production from pits and mines in our country is 
asserted by Fosbroke* and others, but up to the period of 
the discovery of these vats no traces had been met with of the 
production of this general condiment by boiling. The mines 
at Droitwich are mentioned in the year 816. Iron cauldrons 
for boiling salt occur in Du Cange.t and leaden ones are

Encyclop. Antiq., I, 607. t V. Caldarise.
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mentioned by Nash.* Various kinds of salt or rather alkalis 
were made in early times by pouring sea-water or brine over 
burning piles of wood, gradually and in small quantities, so 
that the fire was not extinguished, by which means the water 
evaporated, leaving the salt behind, but mixed with charcoal 
ashes, earth and alkaline salts.f Tacitus states a similar pro 
cess obtained among the Hermanduri and Catti,J and the 
descendants of the latter pursue an identical or, at any rate, 
analogous system at the present day in the manufacture of 
Frisio salt.

We may safely assert that some species of salt was manu 
factured in the pans or vats found on the banks of the 
Weaver, for salt springs abounded in the vicinity, and 
Dr. Kendrick's general deductions appear reasonable enough 
as to the mode of using these utensils. Their age would 
have been very questionable had it not been for the characters 
remaining upon the outer surfaces, which are certainly Roman 
and in all probability are a portion of the maker's name; 
allusion is here made to fig. 3. Of fig. 4, Mr. Eoach Smith 
(to whom I submitted drawings of the casts) remarks:  
"The Ml preceding and following the numerals CCC may 
" only be ornaments. The pattern is not at all unlike some 
" we find upon Roman coffins and coffers. I have no doubt 
" of the fragments being Roman, but I am not aware of any 
" similar works having been found at any other place where 
" the Romans had salterns."

All the sketches in the plate have been referred to except 
fig. 6, which displays some rude lines in relief, designed pro 
bably less for ornament than for strengthening around the 
orifice, presumed to have been used for suspending the pan 
over the fire, and in form resembling an inverted key hole. 
Upon the left are three strokes or numerals like those pre 
ceding and following the C's in fig. 4. The rudeness of the

» Worcestershire, I, 296. * Beckman J, 493. { Annal. XIII, 57.
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characters and devices is scarcely to be wondered at when 
the coarseness of the work and the size and roughness of 
the utensils themselves are considered. Our present limits 
forbid more extended remarks upon this most interesting 
subject, and the writer must content himself by thus publish 
ing the facts of a valuable discovery, as well followed up as 
circumstances permitted by our worthy and able associate,
Dr. Kendrick.

     H. E. S.

Produce .of the Cheshire Sea Shore.*

The past three years have proved but moderately propitious 
for the exposure of the class of antiquarian objects which, 
during the last half century, have at times abounded on 
portions of our sea-board.

The number of such is still considerable, but the yield is 
decreasing in value and importance, partly owing to the rare 
conjuncture of strong N. or N.E. winds with the higher 
spring tides, without which the accumulated sand from the 
constantly undermined banks and hills to landward is in 
sufficiently cleared to disclose articles of metal, whose weight 
has sunk them into hollows of the blue silt, forest soil or 
ancient arable land, as the case may be. Possibly, also, the 
sea may be approaching the landward limit of the area within 
which any large number of relics can reasonably be expected 
to occur, inasmuch as high water of our spring tides now gains 
a point which can be little, if anything, short of a mile from 
the ancient settlement, subsequently the Meols of early 
English times, the inhabitants being finally driven inland 
three to four centuries back. The promontory upon which it 
no doubt stood is reduced to a small sandbank, only visible 
at low water and constantly decreasing in volume.

At some trouble the accompanying Sections (Plate IT) of

* A portion of the discoveries here chronicled will be found in the pages of 
" The Reliquary," in the form of annual reports for the years 1883 and 1864, 
supplied by the writer.
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the strata of the Cheshire shore have been arranged, to illus 
trate their average depths in the past few years, from the 
writer's experience during frequent visits at all states of wind 
and tide. In consequence of the ever varying depths of 
these deposits, it has been found impossible to render, at any 
one spot, an accurate illustration of the strata and their con 
tents, natural and artificial, in any other mode.

Section I supplies this information for the immediate 
vicinity of the " Dove " landmarks, one of which is in close 
contiguity to the beach, and through the tidal ravages has 
every few years to be refixed further inland ; their line points 
to the Dove sand spit to seaward, the sole remains of the once 
considerable and elevated promontory mentioned, where there 
can be little doubt a small sea-port, both in Eoman and Saxon 
times, must have existed.

Section II shews the arrangement of strata at the point 
where the skeleton, " The Prehistoric Man of Cheshire" of 
Sir Edward Oust, was discovered; and it will be quite evident 
upon examination that no early date can be attached to the 
remains. The chief feature by which this section is dis 
tinguished from the former is the absence of the artificial 
stratum of soil more at length to be described. It is unfor 
tunate that in Ancient Meols this is confounded, under the 
name of peat, with the two much lower beds of early arboreal 
growth, whilst a section (page 24), intended to illustrate the 
shore-strata from Dove Point north-easterly, is, by mistake, 
made to run directly inland, or from N.W. to S.E.

Primeval.
No. of Objects.

2 FLINTY LIMESTONE. Eudely fashioned Heads of Spears,
21 FLINT. Arrow-heads and other small instruments, black,

white and red in colour. Several of the sharpest and
best forms found just uncovered by the tide from the
upper woody deposit (F), or the thin superincumbent

   bed of clay. 
S3



Hate II. H. S. of L. & C.

VERTICAL SECTIONS OF THE SEA-BEACH OF CHESHIRE,
SHOWING THE AVEEAGE DEPTHS OF THE STKATA, I860 1865.

NATURAL 
MATERIAL AND CONTENTS.

Loose Shifting Sand.

Marshy Deposit. 

Firm Drift Sand.

Artificial Arable Soil, composed of bog and sand, mixed 
with a little marl; it is often carted up to the gardens of 
the adjacent village of Great Meols.

Blue. Marl or Silt, with numerous petrified roots of Equiseta
and other fresh-water plants. 

Arboreal Deposit, abounding in arborescent material,including
many stumps of trees, and a few prostrate trunks. Animal
Remains Deer, Ox, Horse, Wild Boar &c.; also, some
species of both land and fresh-water Sheila.

Blue Marl, with remains of Bos Frimigenins and Megacoros 
Hibernicus and Oetacese. Tt is subject to separate into 
octagonal &c. divisions, and is much traversed by vegetable 
fibre of ancient growth.

Lower Arboreal Deposit, containing a few Tree-stumps. No 
anatomical remains known.

Boulder Clay or Marl, usually a dull red colour. It has not 
been bottomed here, but is known to fill the lower bed of 
the Wirral basin of the Keuper Sandstone.

_H. Ecroyd Smith, del.

WEST SIDE OF THE DOVE MARKS. Scale -& Inch to 1 Foot.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
REMAINS.

Lowest portion, mediseval fish-hooks and 
other objects, mostly of iron and badly 
corroded.

HIGH WATER OF SPRING 
TIDES.

Chiefly mediaeval articles; in the lower 
part of the sand a few earlier oraa- 

I / nients occur.

|J Mediaeval, inclndingfragments of pottery, 
accompanied by bones of domesticated 
animals, as Bos Longifrons, Horse, and 
many species of Dog, with refuse sea- 
fcnell, including Oyster, Mussel, Clam, 
Cockle, and Periwinkle.

Saxon and Norman Coin and other 
objects.

S.W. End, Saxon Coin &c.
N.W. End, Eoman Coin, Brooches &c.
In the lower portions a few arrow-heads 

of flint, stone, and shell.

No relics of Man or his Works, save a 
few primeval flints.

No relic of Man or his Works known.

Ditto.

SECTION II. 

EAST END OF LEASOWE EMBANKMENT.

NOTE.
The Strata of this Section fire 

i-espectively identical with 
those similarly lettered in 
Section I.

HIGH WATER OF SPEING 
TIDES.

Peaty matter, but destitute of 
Trees.

1 Position of the Skeleton found 
22nd January, 1864.

Upper Arboreal Deposit.

Lower ditto.

L. Jewitt, so.
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23
3 Triangular pieces, each sharpened on two sides and ap 

parently intended to be cast from a cleft-stick rather 
than as arrow-heads; they were picked up on the 
beach of Hilbre.

4 LIMESTONE. Objects similar in form and use to the last.
5 SHELL, apparently of the Oyster. Ditto. Two are 

perforated.
1 HARD GYPSUM. Object pointed-oval in form, and 2 

inches long.
2 STONE.  Wedges of an elongated-diamond shape, butwith 

the sides more extended at one end than the other.
Romano-Brilish.

1 BRONZE. "Second-brass" Coin of the Emperor Clau 
dius, A.D. 41 to A.D. 54. Obverse . . CAESAE. 
AVG. PM. TRP. . . . . ; Reverse completely 
illegible, but more so through wear than oxidation, as 
is the case with most of the bronze coins of this era 
found upon the shore, thus contrasting strongly with 
the Saxon silver pieces which, though few in number, 
are in excellent preservation. This Claudian coin was, 
as usual, washed out of the upper part of the woody 
deposit (F), evidently proving this stratum to have 
been the surface of the ground until late Roman times, 
but no objects of a later date (i.e. Saxon or English) 
are ever out-turned from it. 

1 Small brass Coin of Claudius Gothicus, A.D. 268 70.
Reverse, VICTORIA AUG.

1 Ditto of Constantinus Magnus. Reverse, 
PKOVIDENTI^E . . . ; in the 
field the Gate of a Castrum.

1 Ditto of same Emperor. Reverse, GLORIA 
EXEECITUS ; in the field, two sol 
diers standing with spears and shields;

  ' between them two standards. 
42
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42
1 Small brass Coin of about the same age as the last, but

illegible.
1 Ditto apparently struck by one of the Con- 

stantine family; it belongs to the 
Minimi, or smallest size of coins; in 
brass; such were not half the size of 
the average of small or " third brass," 
and would seem to have been struck 
for free distribution upon public occa 
sions, like the small common medals 
of our own times. 

1 Ear Pick, 2|- inches long. 
4 Pins of Brooches, in bronze.
1 Brooch, 2 inches long, of the common " harp" shape, but 

a slender and well-formed type. A small circular hol 
low, in the centre of the breast, has probably been 
enamelled. This object was picked up upon the blue 
clay or silt (G), having been washed out of the forest 
peat (F), and would seem to be as much worn by friotion 
against the stones on the beach, as through original use. 
Its occurrence on the shore, opposite the Leasowe Hotel, 
nearly a mile and a half north-eastwardly of any pre 
vious find known to the writer, extends the longitudinal 
area of the antiquarian site, exclusive of Hilbre Island, 
to four miles. It must not, however, be supposed that 
the various classes of objects occur indiscriminately, 
inasmuch as the Eoman are exclusively confined to the 
north-eastern or Leasowe end, and to the more wooded 
part of the ancient forest, which without doubt was 
flourishing in all its glory during the Eoman occupa 
tion of this country, (say A.D. 55 450); whilst the 
mediaeval articles have mostly been picked up upon the

   Hoylake side of the Dove marks, a few objects of 
60
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No. of Objects; 

50
intermediate age being exposed in wind-opened gullies
of the sand-bills themselves.

1 Penannular Brooch, 1 inch diameter, with its extremities 
folded back to prevent the pin from slipping off. This 
description of fibula, although often found with remains 
of various earlier, as well as later dates, has so repeat 
edly been met with where no recognised Saxon or later 
English fabrications could be found, that seeing our 
example occurred in the Roman deposit or stratum, I 
can place it confidently here.

3 Heads of Dress or Hair pins, plain.
1 Cap with eyelet -| inch diameter.
1 Check or Cheek-piece of a Bridle, 4£ inches long (PI. Ill, 

fig. 3), with two rectangular loops for the attachment of 
the smaller straps, and a couple of intermediate holes 
for rivets to secure the whole to the stout lateral band 
of the bridle. A similarly fashioned object, but for the 
opposite or left side (PI. Ill, fig. 4) in other ways only 
differing in being a little less stout was found about 
1850 to 1855, and is in Mr. Mayer's collection, together 
with a smaller example of the same class of rare ob 
jects, an inch shorter and possessing but one loop and 
one rivet-hole; which may have been used possibly for 
a small native horse or pony, for the existence in our 
island of asses or mules at this period is, I believe, 
not ascertained. The last-named objects are engraved 
in Dr. Hume's Ancient Meols, Plate XXVIII, figs. 
13 and 13.*

1 Portion of Sheathing or Plate, apparently from the rim 
of a helmet, 5 inches long.

1 IRON. A remarkable instrument (fig. 2), apparently an 
   example of the Gutter Secespita (slaughter-knife) of 

58
  Compare with more elaborately-formed cheek-pieces and bits among the 

Etruscan bronzes of the Mayer collection.
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the Eomans, and found under the following circum 
stances: William Banks, a fisherman of Great Meols, 
was passing along the upper reach of the shore to visit 
his nets beyond the Dove Spit, when, keeping as usual 
a good look out for curiosities, he noticed protruding 
from a patch of the black woody deposit (F), freshly 
uncovered by a spring tide, an iron ring. Upon stoop 
ing to pick it up, he was surprised to find it fast, and a 
hard pull was necessary to extract the fourteen inches 
of metal attached to the loop, and tightly imbedded in 
the fibrous mass, the unctuous, antiseptic properties of 
which have fortunately preserved to us many iron in 
struments, whilst others of similar use but infinitely 
later date have become so far oxydized in their damp 
sandy beds, as usually to drop to pieces upon exposure. 
The loop or ring at top of our instrument, for its sus 
pension from the belt or girdle of the Victimarius 
(butcher), seems to be somewhat crushed out of shape ; 
it is Ij- inch across. To this a long and stout shaft, 
5 inches long, is attached, forming the centre of the 
haft, and pierced by seven holes for large rivets, which 
have secured the outer handle of deer's horn, bone or 
wood. To this succeeds 5£ inches of actual knife, 
sharply edged upon one side, the whole blade termi 
nating in three inches of a gradually diminishing 
volume, with a blunt point; the intention being to 
insert the last deeply in the throat, say of a stag, and 
then to slash away with the edged (knife) portion. In 
this case it would seem that the Victimarius had not 
as usual secured this important weapon to his person, 
or that it had become loose through fracture of the 
girdle, or he would hardly have stuck it so deeply into 

    the firm vegetable mass, where, in all probability, it 
58
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58
would soon he covered up hy the loose leaves, and ulti 
mately lost or left hehind, the precise locality being 
forgotten and undistinguishable,

1 An example of the Culler Excoriatorius, or skinning- 
knife (fig. 1), found at the same time at a short distance 
from the former, and under precisely similar circum 
stances. This instrument is shorter, but very interest 
ing through its retention of a handle of ash, a species 
of wood chiefly used not only for the handles of tools, 
but of weapons of many kinds, as the shafts of spears, 
lances and arrows; in fact, ash in early Saxon poetry 
is absolutely synonymous with spear. The length of 
this haft is 3f inches, whilst the blade, though much 
broader than that just described, is thinner and much 
sharper, thus well adapted to its specific purpose; being 
also rounded off rapidly to a sharp point at the extre 
mity of the blade, which measures 5f inches in length, 
by 1 inch in breadth near the haft. Knives of this 
shape ore unusual, and such do not appear in the now 
very numerous works illustrative of Eoman, Saxon and 
Norman knives found in this country. In Pompeii, 
however, the exact contour is found, and a good ex 
ample, discovered in a house of that invaluable depot 
of Eoman artistic treasures, is figured in the Rev. 
Edward Trollope's "Illustrations of Eoman Art," 
Plate xxviii, fig. ] 9. This, like our Cheshire specimen, 
retains its original apparently wooden handle. 

These notable early instruments of iron, thanks to their 
truly conservative " surroundings," are in most excel 
lent preservation, considering their age; the first had, 
however, been nearly divided in the centre, but it is 
again strong through the prompt application of boiled 
linseed oil, without which no old iron objects can be

   securely retained for any length of time.
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I Knife-Hade, perfect, being 5J inches long, of which 3^- 

comprise the blade proper, which is still sharp at the 
point. The contour of the back is more gibbous than 
usual among the knives found here, but it is difficult 
at all times to determine between Roman and the early 
Saxon ones, or rather perhaps late Roman-British, 
found in Saxon graves, as at Oxingell, near Ramsgate.*

1 Flat ornamental object, 2|- inches long by £ inch broad.
2 Weapons with lance-shaped points, somewhat angular 

blades, about 2 inches long, and square shafts; such 
occur not infrequently upon Roman sites.

1 LEAD. Spindle Whorl, an inch in diameter.
1 TERRA COTTA. Spindle Whorl, Ij inch in diameter, 

formed apparently from a piece of Samian ware, as a 
little of the glossy red glaze of this handsome fictile 
ware yet remains. It has become softer and more 
porous than usual, and would seem to have been fabri 
cated out of the bottom of a large bowl, being very 
flat, but not perfectly so. Found in a little gully of 
the woody surface among " black slutch."

1 GLASS. Small fragment of a basin, bluish in colour, and 
with a finely grooved concentric line; glass of the 
Roman period is very scarce upon the shore, only two 
or three fragments having been found.

1 Bead, composed of transparent glass, of a beautiful cobalt 
blue colour, ornamented by a marbling band of yellow 
enamel, which is intertwined by a small thread of green, 
also enamel, and like the yellow, opaque. The size is 
rendered in the subjoined woodcut. 
Compared with similar articles 
found in this country, my ex 
ample, in point of pattern, is, I

   believe, unique. Insize,compo- 
67 *
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sition and general character, it ranges with odd beads
found at Roman stations and towns, and also with the 
central beads or gauds of necklaces often discovered in 
connection -with interments of Saxon ladies. Even in 
these latter instances, Mr. Mayer agrees with me in 
believing the objects in question to be of Roman manu 
facture, for their designs are more tasteful, and the 
glass far purer and of richer colours than Saxon 
manufactures can show. They were evidently highly 
prized, and deservedly so, by the Saxon fair, and the 
late Messrs. Fawcett and Douglas found such often 
suspended singly upon metal ear-rings or upon the 
breast. Out of sixteen instances where such have 
formed parts of necklaces, I find fourteen present a 
single gaud in the centre of a larger or smaller number 
of small-sized beads only in two are the large beads 
found to occur in duplicate. Upon close inspection, 
many of these prove to be of precisely similar compo 
sition to the Cheshire example; and, curiously enough, 
the latter would appear to have been deposited under 
analogous circumstances, having been excavated by a 
rabbit from its burrow on Hilbre Island, upon the site 
of the burying place attached to the cell of monks 
here existent about VII to XI centuries. The head of 
a Saxon Sepulchral Cross in stone was also found 
here some years ago, and in all probability it marked 
the ancient holy ground, a spot once the resort of pil 
grims from far and near.

1 GLASS OR STONE. Bead, 4j lines diameter, of a dark 
brown colour.

1 STONE. Spindle- Whorl, of a pale drab-coloured soap- 
stone, 1J inch diameter, with a well-worn orifice ; it is 
ornamented upon one side by a double ring of annulets,

   incuse. This disc, differing from any others I have 
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seen, was found upon the old Botnan wood surface,
(here many feet tinder ground) about half-a-mile from 
the beach. It is probable, however, that this wood 
extended over the whole of the low ground northward 
from West Kirby, Irby, and Tburstanton hills, so that, 
notwithstanding the enormous waste of the beach, the 
stratum thus continuing inland may yet produce many 
objects of interest, and perhaps of value. The cause 
of discovery in the present instance was the delving for 
foundations of piers of a bridge, near Great Meols, for 
the spanning by the road of the new railway to Hoylake. 
The navvy who picked it up was, in his ignorance, about 
to throw it away when it was secured for the writer. 

1 Amulet of Hcematite, 1 inch long, and of about 8 lines 
in greatest width, being pointed, and merely a splinter 
from a nodule of this rich iron ore,* rubbed smoothly 
down. Many others have been seen on the shore and 
discarded as mere pebbles, but the writer has fortunately 
secured several. Like this example, they all retain, 
more or less, a natural form, but invariably exhibit one 
or more sides artificially abraded. Fosbroke informs 
usf this mineral, supposed to possess cabalistic virtues, 
was mostly used by the ancients for abraxas and talis 
mans, especially by the Egyptians, vide Caylus Eec. 
VI, pi. 44, n. 2.1 As none of these objects have an 
orifice, they cannot have been suspended round the 
neck, and consequently must have been retained about 
the person, either in the girdle or the purse, pouch, or 
later gypciere, for superstitions linger long. The firm

   belief that this mineral, partaking to some extent of 
70
* Containing average of 60 per cent, of iron.
t Encyclop. Antiqs., vol. i, p. 460.
} A piece of Hsematite was found with a fine dagger, spear-head of flint, and 

a bead of Kimmeridge clay or jet &c., in the ancient British barrow, Nether 
Lowe, Chelmorton, Derbyshire, vide Bateman's " Ten Years' Diggings," p. 33 ; 
" Catalogue," p. 37.
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the properties of the loadstone, was efficacious in keep 
ing evil spirits at a respectful distance, might possibly 
obtain credence even in late mediaeval times.

2 Portions of whetstones, one of which is broad and flat, 
the other of a rounded form, very similar to that (of 
much larger size) now used by mowers.

ANIMAL REMAINS. The woody deposition F, in which the 
anatomical relics of this period lie, has not exhibited so 
many examples as formerly of stags, oxen, horses, wild 
boar, dogs, &o., a few fragmentary antlers, bones, teeth, 
and tusks being all the writer has to report as noticed, 
but during rough weather it is probable the higher tides 
excavate and carry out of the reach of observation matter 
of this kind, which through loss of much of the animal 
gluten are light, and thus easily borne away, whilst objects 
of metal are left exposed or washed into adjacent holes ; 
with the exception of the teeth, which through the hard 
ness of the enamel are less liable to decay.

Skull of the Bos Longifrons, and well-worn Tusk of the 
Sus Scrofa, or wild boar. The former has repeatedly 
occurred upon our shores, but like the present example 
(battered upon the beach by breakers during a strong 
North-west gale), none are perfect or comparable to one 
in the Brown Museum, Liverpool, which was found in 
the old forest bog, along with antlers of deer, during the 
excavation of the Great Float, near Birkenhead (five 
miles distant), a few years ago. The specimens washed 
out of the shore bank have been in the artificial stratum 
of soil (D) which extends above the Western portion of 
the forest peat (here gradually diminishing in thickness), 
for several hundred yards, itself super-piled by drift sand 
to very varying heights. It is an admixture of the bog 
and sand, with the addition of a little marl, a perfect

T2
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amalgam of all the available material, which has evidently
constituted for many centuries the arable land of the long 
extinct village of Meols, which must have been situate a 
mile to the Northward of the present hamlet, still called 
Great Meols, but this is for distinction's sake a still 
smaller hamlet of the same name lying nearer the Dee. 
When, after a concurrent high wind and tide, a fresh 
portion of the surface of this old soil is uncovered, it is 
not uncommon to trace clearly the furrows left by the 
ploughshares of the " forefathers of the hamlet." The 
archseological products of this artificial soil have gained 
the especial attention of the writer, and he thinks they 
bear strongly on the present subject. They consist, he 
conceives, of 12-15th century articles, a few perhaps 
being later but none earlier, as metal buckles, ornaments 
and other attachments of straps, rings, a few coins of 
Edward I and II, portions of leathern shoes and wooden 
pails, crocks &c.; whilst the osseous remains are those 
which might naturally be expected, mostly stray bones 
of the domesticated animals of the locality, viz. ox, 
horse, sheep, goat and dog, the last of by far the most 
frequent occurrence. Through the constant discovery of 
bones of the Bos Lorigifrons upon Roman and other early 
sites, it has too generally been surmised that this had 
ceased to exist, at least as a distinct species, before the 
Conquest; but finding its remains as above stated, and 
not more noticeably decomposed than those of other 
animals with which they lie intermixed, the conclusion 
seems inevitable that the Bos Longifrons has, in some 
districts, continued until the 12-13th century, if not later, 
in common with the Roebuck (of which the writer pos 
sesses fine antlers from the shore), a species of stag still 
extant in England, but confined to fastnesses of the 

  Devon forests, though possibly re-introduced.
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I SILVER. Sceatla, of one of the early Kings of Kent, and 
not later than Ethelbert I, who, reigning A.D. 561-6, is 
the earliest to whom any of these pieces, including a few 
bearing his own name, have been satisfactorily appro 
priated by numismatists. Our example, fig. 5, although 
nearly resembling two distinct types figured inEuding's 
Annals of the Coinage, pi. I, figs. 8 and 9, yet differs 
from each in points of detail, even making allowance 
for its having been evidently much reduced in size from 
its original proportions. It contains on the obverse (?) 
a number of pellets distributed among the letters and 
rude ornament, which are totally absent in the other 
wise similar type of Euding's plate, fig. 8. Through 
the clipping process, it has lost so much weight, that 
in place of an approximation to an average of these 
coins some 16 to 17 grains our piece only gives 
seven. This sceatta is the only one of its class known 
to have been found upon the Cheshire shore; like the 
later pieces (silver pennies) of Ethelbert II and Canute, 
it is in excellent preservation ; it was found in the very 
limited littoral bounds within which the purely Saxon 
remains have occurred.

1 BKONZE. Head of a Brooch, \\ inch long by 1 inch 
broad, of doubtful late Eoman-British or Saxon fabri 
cation, but it appears most nearly to approach the 
well-known cruciform types, though the apex or top-bar 
is hollow and cylindrical, and the breast grooved and 
very flat, in fact appearing like an imitation of the 
Eoman harp-shaped fibula.

1 Dress or Hairpin in brass, of the Irish type, originally 
about 4 in. long, the head lozenge-shaped, with face 
and side facets on either side, and all engraved with 
small pattern, surmounted by a small moveable de-
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pressed loop, bearing three crosses ; the shaft is quite
plain. A similar one exists in the Eoyal Irish Aca 
demy's Museum.

1 LEAD. Small conical Spindle-Whorl.
8 IRON. Clench-bolts, or double-headed rivets, precisely 

analogous to those numerously found about human 
remains in the Saxon cemetery at Oxingell in Kent, 
at Catillon near Benouville,* and likewise in tumuli. 
At Oxingell they occurred both under and above num 
bers of the skeletons, and are believed by Mons. Charma 
and others to have been used for fastening the handles 
of bucklers throughout ancient Scandinavia.

1 Head of Iron Nail, seven-eighths of an inch diameter.

Norman and Medieval. 
1 SILVER. Penny of Henry II. 
1 Halved Penny of Henry III, mintage uncertain. 
1 Penny of Edw. II, minted at Bristol. 
1 Ditto of Edw. Ill, of the London mintage. It was

found in the spring of 1803, by Amos Ledsham, a
young market gardener at Wallasey, whilst sowing
peas. 

3 LATTEN. Finger-rings, two formed of flat the other of
round wire, one of the former is ornamented with dots
and annulets. 

8 Ear-rings, all plain; two are of flat wire, the other
rounded and of an older and more tapering form. 

2 Fermails or plain Eing-brooches; both are but half-an-
inch diameter, and one retains its acus or pin. 

4 Pins, two lj in. long, of fine wire, with solid semi-circular
head; two of stouter make. 

3 Needles, one 4 in. long, two 2 in., the other intermediate.

104
» Coll. Antiqua, Vol. Ill, PI. 1: Mems. de la Soc. des Antiquairea de Nor- 

mandie, Vol. xix, p. 485,
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All are formed of rolled thin sheet metal and have a
circular eye in a flattened and pointed head.

4 Objects made of wire, flat on one side and somewhat 
raised on the other, about 2 inches long, and of varying 
forms; two others flat; they are all of uncertain use.

1 Clapper of a handbell.
1 Winder for thread or other fibre, shaped like the rowel

of a spur, but several of the spikes are gone. 
38 Attachments originally riveted to girdles or smaller 

straps of leather for securing the dress ; they comprise 
various types of buckles, hasps, tags und ornaments. 
One stud retains a fragment of leather.

9 Miscellaneous fragments, one of a triangular needle, 
much resembling those of steel used by sail-makers of 
the present day.

2 IKON OR STEEL. Girdle-hasp and portion of a large 
buckle.

1 Flat Ring or washer, 3 in. diameter.
1 Prych or goad of a Norman spur.
1 LEAD OR PEWTER. Sling Pellet of globular form.
I Net-sinker (?) round, perforated, and with radiated pattern.
1 Brooch in pewter, of lozenge shape, l£ in. long, with tri 

foliate ornament at the angles, the acus fixed upon a 
short transverse bar in the upper part of the open centre.

1 Second Brooch in pewter, of similar shape, slightly dif 
fering in size and pattern.

1 Wheel-shaped Brooch in pewter. Originally this must 
have been two inches in diameter, and composed alter 
nately of spoke-like divisions and concentric circles 
or rings, the latter covered by the dot and annulet 
ornament.

9 Brooches, more or less imperfect, all unfortunately being 
minus the acus or pin. One is ring-shaped, and though 
plain on one half (side) is ornamented upon the other
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by a pretty spiral and digitated groove; this example,
the second of its type which has occurred, is of pewter, 
and 1 inch diameter. The remainder are fragments of 
ornaments more elaborately designed, but of too fragile 
a nature for such designs, except one 2| inches long, 
and originally the brooch would have been about the 
same diameter. This bears letters incuse (as though 
stamped from an impression in metal of some seal), 
viz., ALSVNO &c., but the meaning of this fragment of 
an inscription I will not venture to speculate upon. 
Possibly some list of mediaeval devices and mottoes 
may elucidate the matter.

2 Hasps one, only two-fifths of an inch diameter. It is 
circular, and provided with a central bar, the whole 
ornamented with raised dots or pellets.

1 Buckle (or hasp), three-fifths of an inch diameter.
6 Studs two plain, spade-shaped and round; three have 

floral forms; the sixth bears the character of a Gothic 
Text nt, fig. 6, and may possibly prove to be a relic of 
one of the English Primers of medieval times, stone 
moulds for the casting of which yet exist, as recorded 
in the Messrs. Chambers's admirable " Book of Days," 
vol. I, p. 47, in the possession of Sir George Musgrave, 
of Eden Hall, Westmoreland. These cast leaden plates 
with raised letters, for " teaching the young idea," were 
the precursors of the Horn-books, the primers of the 
16th and 17th centuries.

1 Frame of window-pane, of triangular form, probably 
from one of the last tenanted houses of ancient Meols.

1 Handle of spoon with acorn head.
5 Key-eylet and four miscellaneous objects.
2 LEATHER. Shoe Soles, "right" and "left" being very 

much produced, the toe being very sharply pointed, and
   the portion below the instep very confined. Their shape 
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resembles that of many found in an ancient medifeval
midden, belonging probably to one of the last of the 
houses of Ancient Meols. Length 1J inches ; extreme 
breadth across the toes 3| inches, but when -worn 
 would be a little in excess of present size, the leather 
having shrunk to some extent, but now protected by 
the application of oil.

1 BONE. Object nearly an inch and a quarter long, and 
averaging half an inch in diameter, perforated longi 
tudinally, and cut, not sawn from the bone. It has 
probably been a rude bead formed to amuse a child.

2 STONE. Fragments of Querns. One of the " mule" or 
flat understones has been made of the coarse rag stone 
or conglomerate, hard as granite and full of small 
pebbles of white quartz ; the other is part of a "rider," 
and retaining one of the holes by which this was re 
volved in grinding.

1 Roofing Sandstone, with pinhole, from one of the houses 
of Ancient Meols.

1 Tombstone, 11 or 12 century, found on Hilbre Island, 
September, 1864. For description and illustration, 
vide Transactions, vol. V, new series, p. 271.

1 TERRA COTTA. Portion of a unique Equestrian Figure 
of light-coloured clay, partially covered with a yellowish 
green or olivaceous glaze. (PL TV.) The fragment of this 
remarkable crock, however, is too small to give an idea 
of the complete vessel, which must be left to the imagi 
nation, after comparison with the very few examples, 
not of similar design, but of the same class known, for 
this is but the fourth placed on record. The first is 
illustrated in the fourth volume of the Archteological 
Journal, p. 79, and though evidently of a ruder make, 
and possibly of somewhat earlier date, it yet possesses

   some characteristics common to both; and I quote the 
199
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description given hy the owner, Mr. William Figg of 
Lewes : " In the excavation for the approach of the 
" southern mouth of the tunnel on the Keymer branch 
" of the London, Brighton and South Coast Kailway at 
" Lewes, this singular piece of pottery was found in 
"the early part of the year 1846. It is partly mu- 
" tilated, hut the form is so unusual as to excite 
" great curiosity, especially as specimens of medieval 
" pottery are supposed to he of very rare occurrence. 
" It is in the form of a mounted knight; the work- 
" manship is very rude, but there are certain details, 
" such as the long pointed toes and prych spurs, which 
" may assist us in ascertaining its probable date. By 
" some persons, to whose inspection it has been sub- 
" mitted, the period of its fabrication has been supposed 
" to be as early as the reign of Henry II. The length 
" of this singular vessel is 10^ in. and its height 10 in., 
" hut if the head of the horse had not been broken, 
" the extreme length would probably have been as 
" much as 13 or 14 in. The material is coarse clay, 
" burned, the upper parts being glazed of a dark green- 
" ish colour, very similar to that on some of the plain 
" paving tiles found in the ruins of Lewes Priory during 
" the excavations made for the railway in 1845. There 
" can be little doubt that this grotesque vessel was 
" intended to contain liquor, and the handle which 
" passes from the back of the knight to the horse's 
" rump, was evidently intended for pouring out the 
" contents; whilst a circular aperture at the lower end 
" of the handle afforded the means of filling the vessel." 

Other two have been noticed, but only one of these is 
engraved, viz., in the Trans. of the Hist. Soc., vol. X, 
p. 388. Like the example before us, a single fragment

   is all that remains, iheprobable outline of the complete 
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figure being pourtrayed by dotted lines, -which in the
case of the ancient Meols specimen would he an utter 
impracticability. It is of far ruder execution than 
either the Lewes or Meols crock, and consists of the 
central portion of an equestrian group, the head of the 
man and the hind quarters of the horse being wanting. 
It was dug up in the churchyard of Winwick, in Lan 
cashire, and is now in the Warrington museum. Our 
associate, Dr. Kendrick, of that town, exhibited in 
London at the same time (3rd Dec., 1857) the handle 
of what he considered a similar vessel, dug up in his 
own garden ; but having met with several handles upon 
the Cheshire shore, belonging, as I conceive, to crocks 
of more ordinary ware, this point requires confirmation. 
Mr. H. Syer Cuming exhibited the remains of another 
equestrian crock, including the breast of the horse, 
with the lower part of the leg of its rider, at a meeting 
of the Archaeological Association, in June, 1856. This 
was exhumed from beneath the foundations of the Old 
King's Arms, Leadenhall Street, London, on the 7th 
Sept. of that year, and is engraved fig. 2, on pi. xx. 
It is thus described by Mr. Syer Cuming :  " When 
" perfect it represented a figure encased in mascled 
" armour, the body covered with a tunic, and the heel 
" accoutred with a sessile ' prych spur.' The lower 
" part of the shaft of the gonfanon, which rested on the 
" right foot of the knight, is still apparent. The chest 
" of the horse would seem to be protected with a breast- 
" plate, or sort of piciere, consisting of several large 
" annular bosses, with a festoon of oval plates beneath 
" them. The date of this rare fragment is certainly 
" not later than the first half of the twelfth century, 
" and may be safely assigned to the reign of Henry I.

   - " The late Mr. Crofton Croker possessed some portions 
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" of this vessel, and often promised to give them to me,
" a promise which, I much regret to add, was never 
"fulfilled."

The ahove-named are all of this class the discoveries of 
which have heen made public. One and all are referred 
by antiquaries to the twelfth century, indeed to the 
earlier portion of it. Towards its close, vessels cast in 
metal (latten) succeeded, of similar designs and often 
good execution. On these the rider is invariably a 
knight, a restriction which may not be found to apply 
to the examples in terra cotta; but the latter, equally 
with the former, were intended for use as well as pos 
sible ornament, viz., as ewers or vessels for the recep 
tion of some kind of liquid. They were, however, 
replenished in different modes, some through the open 
topped helmet of the knight; whilst one, in the posses 
sion of Dr. Kendrick, is furnished with a hollow in the 
top of the forehead of the horse, in this respect re 
sembling our terra cotta examples, with the exception 
of being triangular in form, in place of circular, as in 
the crock before you, and in being also furnished 
with a hinged lid. One common feature in these 
remains is the spur, some having the " prych," others 
the roivel, and as the latter was only substituted for 
the former towards the close of the twelfth century, 
and did not become general until the succeeding one, 
the date of these curious receptacles may safely be 
appropriated. Swords, lances and body-armour of 
various descriptions are also confirmed in the accoutre 
ments, whilst the horses have ornamental bridles, breast 
and girth-straps, and usually saddles very highly pro 
jecting both before and behind. It is possibly the 
lengthened frontal extremity of one of these which 
appears upon our fragment within an arch of the upper
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bridle, a lower one extending to tlie hands of the rider,
as with the Lewes crock. It is difficult to determine 
whether the vandyked ornamentations between the 
 various divisions of the bridle are intended to pourtray 
the design upon a leather collar, piciere or breast-plate 
on the chest of the animal, or merely a fanciful filling 
up, as nothing resembling it appears upon the necks of 
the bronze receptacles mentioned, save a little orna 
mented medallion or stud (?) upon one specimen, an 
engraving of which appears in the Mirror, pi. 29, fig. 3, 
vol. ix, p. 288, and which is stated to be about 20 in. 
long, and to weigh nearly 12fts. There seems every 
probability that the terra cotta example from the Che 
shire shore must originally have been at least 15 in. 
long and 12 in. high, and it probably held a quart. 

It is note-worthy that three out of the four known 
equestrian crocks found should have occurred in this 
part of the country. The fact would lead to the sup 
position of their fabrication at some neighbouring early 
English pottery, but such manufactories are little 
known, and the nearest of which we have any account 
is in the neighbourhood of Derby, where vast heaps of 
broken refuse ware remain, and it is very desirable 
these should be carefully examined, more than has yet 
been the case, by Mr. LI. Jewitt, with a view of detect 
ing remains of peculiar and unique descriptions of 
ware like that here dilated upon.

36 Fragments of red-coloured ware, often slate-coloured in 
the middle, a few with olivaceous glaze, 12-15th cen 
tury ; one of singular form has an orifice through the 
bottom, while other apertures seem to have been carried 
through lateral branches or handles of the crock.

27 Fragments of ash or cream-coloured ware, with yellow
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or green glaze ; two have ornamental beaded hands,
12-15th century.

ANIMAL REMAINS. The mediaeval stratum has yielded 
a few remains of horses, oxen, dogs and sheep as usual. 
A fine specimen of the antlers of a species of Red Deer 
was found near the end of the year, much nearer New 
Brighton than Hoylake, and nearly a mile to the N.E. 
of Leasowe Oastle. It is now in the possession of 
Mr. Webster, of Overchurch Hill. The age of the 
animal when killed is presumed to be nine years, as 
each antler is eight-branched, and has measured 40 in. 
in length, but one is somewhat fractured at the ex 
tremity. The horns being comparatively perfect, and 
still united to the upper portion of the skull, the whole 
forms an ornamental object of considerable interest for 
the hall. Between the eye sockets is a breadth of 6 
inches, and as the forehead between the roots of the 
antlers measures 3j inches, the extent from tip to tip 
across the forehead gives 7 feet.

Several fragments of other antlers with vertebral bones 
have occurred towards the close of last year ; but upon 
its latest day a very unexpected anatomical relic was 
brought to light. Stanley Dean, of Wallasey, a man 
fond of a stroll upon this beach, and practised in " the 
" art of seeing," detected within some 600 yards of the 
embankment and upon the edge of a " slack" or tide- 
worn gut, about 100 feet below average of high-water 
mark, a portion of a large bone ; and the greater part 
being still imbedded in dark sandy soil, he at once 
proceeded to the ganger's cottage for the loan of a 
spade. Careful extraction disclosed the hinder part of 
the skull of a northern species of whale, but very 
sapiently asserted by some Liverpool gentleman, who

   shortly had an opportunity of inspecting it, to be the 
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breast-bone of an elephant! It comprises the brain 
pan (very small) possessing an extraordinarily thick 
osseous process around the spinal orifice, where the 
atlas or first vertebral section would attach, together 
with the lateral or cheek bones in a much more ad 
vanced state of decay; those of the proboscis being 
wanting, probably through abrasion on the beach 
before final deposition where found. The dimensions 
of this bony structure, which before drying weighed 
about three-quarters of hundred-weight, are height, 
l£ feet; breadth, 2 feet; length, 2 feet; while from the 
centre of the spinal orifice to the extremity of outer 
cheek bone is likewise an extent of 2 feet, proving the 
mammal to have either been an immature specimen of 
a large species, or a mature one of a smaller tribe  
possibly the Greenland, of which a specimen was lately 
stranded upon the shore near Speke. From the state 
and appearance of the skull, it must have been buried 
in a sandy bottom of the shore, together with the fine 
antlers just described, some few hundred years ago, 
being located at the base of the dissolved sandy stra 
tum C, (overlying the upperwood or peat, Sections I 
and II, F), in the upper portion of which the so-called 
"skeleton of a Pre-historic Man of Cheshire" wag 
exhumed in February, 1864, of which further corrected 
particulars have already been published by the writer. 
It had evidently been interred by men from a still 
higher and consequently more recent level. For fur 
ther information about the whale's skull, I have the 
pleasure of referring to Mr. T. J. Moore's description.* 
It would appear to be the third osseous remain of its 
class recorded as found in a fossil stale upon our

   shores. In Leigh's Natural History of Lancashire,
262

* To be published in vol. vii, U.S.
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Cheshire and the Peak in Derbyshire, published in
1700, a " cutt" appears on plate 6, fig. 1, of one of 
the intermediate bones from the vertebra of a young 
 whale found upon Hilbre Island The locality of the 
second find was so near that of the third (the skull), 
as to suggest that both may have belonged to one and 
the same individual, although, probably from adventi 
tious circumstances of deposition, the humerus, for 
such it was, had become partially petrified. It was 
found by some men from Liscard, who were collecting 
boulders, and thinking this to be one, struck it with a 
mall, when its bony origin appearing, one of the halves 
into which it had split was taken home for curiosity's 
sake, and subsequently was exhibited by Mr. Nisbet, 
at a meeting of the Literary and Philosophical Society. 
The remaining moiety, in spite of many a careful 
search, has hitherto eluded observation; and the fact is 
amply illustrative of the great shifting of the sands 
through the combined effect of certain winds and tides, 
and the necessity for caution in denying the existence 
of objects or remains because not to be found at sup 
posed favourable seasons.

Later English.

1 SILVER. Shilling of James I.
1 IRON. Horse Shoe, 4^- inches long by 4 inches broad,

seventeenth century.
1 Spur, of slender make, 5J inches long, with rowel. 
1 Ring, 2^ inches diameter, ^ inch thick. 

150 TERRA COTTA. Heads of Clay Pipes, found in August, 
1864, at the spot known as " The King's Gap," Hoy- 
lake (township of Little Meols) by workmen in the 

   employ of Mr. Evans, builder, whilst sinking for foun- 
416
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dations of new houses, since built between the recently
erected Upper Lighthouse and the shore. The writer 
being out of health at the time, the discovery did not 
come to his knowledge until some months subsequently, 
when all had been given away and become dispersed 
beyond recovery. They were described as numerous 
enough to fill a " skip," so that the estimated number 
given will be within compass. But few appear to have 
been noticed as possessing letters, i.e., initials of their 
potters, but one retained by the contractor contained 
the name in two lines; very few such occur here. All, 
from the description, seem to have belonged to the 
latter half of the seventeenth century, and mostly to 
possess small pointed spurs, in this respect contrasting 
strongly with those of the commencement of that cen 
tury, when such were purposely made broad as " rests" 
to sustain the bowl in an upright position when the 
pipe was laid upon the table or bench. This find was 
doubtlessly the refuse from a canteen, attached to the 
camp of William of Orange, located close by, ere his 
troops embarked for Ireland, 12th June, 1689. Tra 
dition makes the King pass this way to the shore, 
hence The King's Gap.

36 Heads of Clay Pipes of various forms, and dating from 
16th to 18th century. Twelve of them bear the name 
of the potter, more or less contracted, and generally 
merely initials; these occur mostly upon the end of 
the spur, although not unfrequently upon the side of 
the bowl within some little ornament. The following 
have been deciphered : £jga. RE °':J c.R., G. A., I.E., 
I. D., i. L., R. A., R. s., s. R. One of this lot temp. 
Jas. II was detected in a garden bed, in Church

   Street, Egremont, within a stone's throw of the writer's

452 Q 2
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residence ; he found one of similar date upon the river
beach nearly opposite, a few years ago, which proved 
to be much abraded by the action of the tide among 
the pebbles. The others are mostly from Great 
Meols.

452 Total number of objects of archeeological interest, se 
cured in the space of three years, on or near the sea 
beach of Cheshire, irrespective of animal remains.

The foregoing archeeological matter having swelled into 
greater proportions than had been anticipated, a division of 
the paper would seem to be desirable, and the Natural History 
section will subsequently appear as Part II.



NOTABILIA OF THE ARCHAEOLOGY AND

NATURAL HISTORY OF THE MERSEY DISTRICT

DURING THREE YEARS, 1863-4-5.

Compiled by Henry Ecroyd Smith. 

(READ BED MAY, 1866.)

PART II. NATURAL HISTORY.
[It having been found necessary to effect some abridgement of tbe 

original design of this paper, the Natural History report will be 
confined to the more generally interesting divisions of our Zoology 
and to Botany. The Naturalists' Scrap Book has supplied 
numerous notices to the more important of which, as also in 
cases of necessary abridgement, exact reference is given. The 
contributions are from numerous sources; and the writer of each 
notice, in giving his own story, is alone responsible for his facts 
and opinions.]

ZOOLOGY. 
Miscellaneous.

OTTER. (LutraVulgaris). A very fine male otter was captured 
this morning in Bromborough Pool, just above Price's 
candle-works. He was seen on the opposite bank, and 
after a sharp chase of two hours, in boats, was stunned 
by a blow with a stone and captured alive, as he still 
remains, but is, I fear, injured internally, as he appears 
very dull and sluggish this afternoon. He was first seen 
near the mouth of the pool, consequently in fully salt 
water, and hence I suppose him to have strayed up from 
the Mersey. A partly grown otter was seen by a col 
league some two or three years ago in the small stream 
which runs into the pool from Raby mere, but was not 
seen or heard of afterwards. There seems no reason to 
suppose this to be the same individual, as it is scarcely 
probable that such an animal could entirely escape
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notice, even if it could find subsistence in so small a 
rivulet.  W.H.Hatcher,15thSept., 1863, "ScrapBook," 
second series, p. 105.

JOHNSTON'S HUMP-BACKED WHALE. (Megaptera Longimana, 
Rudolphi.) On Friday, July 17th, 1863, a large speci 
men of this whale was observed by some fishermen 
stranded upon a sandbank at Speke. It was lying on 
its back, a position very favourable for examination of 
the under surface, but hiding all view of the blowers. 
I believe it to be the species so named in Dr. Gray's 
catalogue of the Cetacea in the British Museum, 1850, 
p. 26, and would appear, up to that date, to have been 
only once observed on the British coast, viz., at New 
castle, by Dr. Johnston, and it is remarkable that both 
specimens were females. The dimensions are 

Ft. Iii.
Total length in a straight line from snout to cleft of tail 31 4

Length of gape, about................................. 8 0
From snout to the eye ................................. 8 0
Length of eye .................. ..................... 0 3
From the snout to commencement of pectoral fin 11 0
Length of pectoral flu ................................. 10 0
Extreme width of tail at the tips .................. 11 0
From snout to commencement of dorsal fin, or

rather hump.......................................... 18 0
Length of dorsal fin.................................... 3 3
From snout to cloaca ................................. 21 0

A quantity of shrimps are asserted by the butchers to 
have been found in the stomach.

The genus Megaptera is distinguished from the Baleena, 
or true whalebone whale, by the presence of a dorsal fin 
or hump, by the belly being plated or deeply grooved, and 
the plates of baleen being broad and short, which cha 
racters agree with this specimen. The longest plate of 
baleen measures about 2 feet long by 5£ inches at the 
base, and they were so close together that I counted thirty- 
eight in the length of a foot. The creature was quite 
black except the belly, which was mottled and streaked
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with white, and the pectoral fins were milk-white, except 
a black blotch here and there. The carcase was pur 
chased by Mr. Thomas Brock, who has most liberally 
presented the skeleton to the museum.  Thomas J. 
Moore, " Scrap Book," second series, p. 103-5.* 

Remains of former Cetacean visitors. On 31st December, 
1865, Stanley Dean, a labourer of Wallasey, found upon 
the Leasowe shore and about 600 yards N.E. of the 
embankment, the skull of a small species of whale. It 
measures in height l£ foot, in breadth and in length 
about 2 feet, and the same from the centre of the spinal 
orifice to the extremity of the outer cheek bone. The 
stratum in which it lay is composed of sand and silt, 
overlying the upper bed formed by ancient arboreal 
growth, which is divided from the lower or primeval one 
by a bed of blue clay. The sand has certainly been 
deposited on the surface of the upper bed in historic 
times (although it was in its higher reach that the cele 
brated " Prehistoric man of Cheshire" appeared,) and 
though it might safely be surmised that the skull had 
here found a resting place within a few hundred 
years, the probabilities are that the skeleton of which it 
formed a part had been stranded upon one of the outer 
sandbanks at, an earlier period. Another single cetacean 
bone, a portion of a humerus and likewise belonging to a 
small species, was found by some men collecting boul 
ders in the same locality a few winters ago ; it was at 
first supposed to be stone and proved partially petrified ; 
on being split longitudinally the osseous structure was 
apparent and one moiety was carried home as a curiosity; 
the other was in vain sought for, having doubtlessly

* Dr. Gray, in his recently published " Catalogue of Seals and Wbales in the 
" British Museum" (1866), records this specimen as a previously unrecognized 
variety of Megaptera longimana, which he calls " var. 8, Moarei" founded upon 
peculiarities in the cervical vertebrae: see loc. cit. pp. 120,123.



been washed into some hollow or " slack" and covered 
by the ever-shifting sands. A third old hone is recorded 
and engraved in Leigh's "Natural History of Lanca- 
" shire and Cheshire and the Peak in Derbyshire," Bk. I, 
p. 185 ; it is the epiphysis or, as yet, unossified end of a 
vertebrae of a whale, but the size is not given. It was 
found near Hilbre Island, four miles to the westward of 
the above-mentioned locality, and nearly two centuries 
ago, Dr. Leigh's work being published in I TOQ.^H. E. S. 

WHITE-BEAKED, BOTTLE-NOSE PORPOISE. (Lagenorhynchus 
A/Mrosiris.) On the 20th December last, Mr. Barnett 
of Hilbre observed at day break, on the rocks of Little 
Hilbre, a stranded porpoise, which he immediately se 
cured and handed over to me for the museum. It was 
still living when I saw it and survived some time longer, 
not dying until it had been eight hours out of water. 
When first caught and when dying it struggled violently, 
but during long intervals lay quiet with only occasional 
convulsive movements. It was warm to the touch, 
breathed spasmodically, and a slight moisture oozed 
from the eyes. At the time of capture, about quarter 
ebb, a fresh wind was blowing from the W.S.W. Several 
other porpoises were observed a few days previously. 
The specimen is a male, measuring nine feet in extreme 
length. Colour black, with an uncertain tinge of bluish 
green, except a greyish streak across the ribs and another 
on either side of the dorsal ridge from the fluke to the 
tail; beak, throat and belly white. It proves to be the 
Lagenorhynchus allirostris figured and described in the 
" Zoology of the Erebus and Terror." This species has 
once before been captured on the British coast, namely, 
at Great Yarmouth, in October, 1845, and was recorded 
and figured in the Annals and Magazine of Nat. History 
for 1846, vol. xvii, p. 21, pi. 2, by Mr. Brightwell, under
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name Delphinus Tursio, with which he supposed it to 
be identical.  Thos. J. Moore, " Scrap Book," p. 3.

COMMON PORPOISE. (Phoccena Communis.) A very fine 
young specimen of this porpoise was taken, but un 
fortunately knocked on the head and killed, by some 
fishermen, on the 6th of August, 1864, near the Crosby 
Lightship. It measured 30 inches in length, from tip 
of snout to cleft of tail, and weighed 221bs. T. J. Moore.

STURGEON. (Acipenser Sturio.) I observed a specimen 
stranded upon the shore at Hale, on 29th July, 1863.  
C. 8. Gregaon, " Scrap Book/' p. 93.

LUMP SUCKER. (Cyclnpterus Lumpns.} On the 23rd Feb 
ruary, 1863, a living specimen of this fish was taken in 
Bootle bay and presented to the museum. On the 7th 
of March a dead specimen was brought from Hoylake ; 
on the 6th April another was taken near Liverpool, and a 
day or two after I saw a very large one, minus the tail, 
in the fish market. The occurrence of four specimens 
in little more than as many weeks is worth recording.  
Thos. J. Moore, " Scrap Book," p. 30. On the 5th of 
March, 1864, a specimen of this fish was brought to me, 
stated to have been taken at Garston. On the 19th 
another example was presented to the museum by Mr. 
Walker of Hoylake. The latter was taken by some 
fishermen near Carnarvon. These are the only speci 
mens I have seen during the past winter.  Thos. /. 
Moore, Ibid., p. 207. Another living specimen of the 
Lump Sucker, taken at Tranmere, was brought to me 
last week and lived seven days in confinement. April, 
1867. T.J.Moore.

GEMMEOUS DRAGONET. (Uallionymus Lyra.) Mr. W. H. 
Hatcher sent me, on 13th May, 1864, a very fair specimen 
of this gaily-coloured fish, with a note stating that it 
been taken in the Mersey, in a shrimp net. The species
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is not uncommon beyond the district, but I do not re 
member to have seen one from the river before the 
occurrence of this specimen. The colours, blue and 
yellow, are greatly intermixed, and the first spine of the 
first dorsal is nearly as long as the fish itself in some 
specimens. They sometimes measure as much as ten 
inches in length.  Thos. J. Moore, Ibid., p. 234.

SHORT SUN FISH. (Orthagoriscus Mola.) In July, 1864, a 
fine specimen of this remarkable fish was captured, I 
believe, not far from Southport, and no instance being 
recorded in the " Fauna of Liverpool" of its occurrence, 
the present may fairly be considered its first appearance 
within our district. In length it measured 3ft. 6 in., 
and from tip of dorsal to tip of anal fin 4 ft. 9 in., the 
dorsal fin being 18 inches in length, the body 22 inches 
in depth, and the anal fin 17 inches in length. Under 
the pectoral fins and in other protected parts the body 
was of a bright pewtery, not to say silvery, colour. This 
was probably more or less the colour of the whole body 
when fresh, but when first seen by me it had been dead 
three or four days, and so appeared only in the above 
places, the other parts being of a dull brownish hue. 
I was struck with the extreme laxity of the dorsal and 
anal fins at their junction with the body. T. J. Moore, 
Ibid., third series, p. 50.

ANGEL FISH. (Squatina Angelus.) A very fine specimen of 
this fish was brought to me and purchased 5th August, 
1864. It was taken near the Bell Buoy by a fishing 
boat. Mr. Byerley, in the " Fauna of Liverpool," 
mentions only one example, which was thrown ashore 
after a storm ; this he gives on the excellent authority 
of Mr. Price. Our specimen is of large size, measuring 
4 feet Ij inch in total length. The eyes are peculiar, 
having lids coloured like the rest of the back, the eyes
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themselves being being only visible through very narrow 
slits, as it were ; or as Couch puts it in his History of 
the Fishes of the British Islands, " eyes small, separate 
" on the top of the head, all but the pupil covered with 
"the common skin." Thos. J. Moore, Ibid., p. 50.

ORNITHOLOGY AND OOLOGY.

From its peculiar geographical position, our district is 
visited by several species of sea-birds, of scarce occurrence 
on some parts of the western shore of Britain; but on the 
other hand, our ancient meres being much reduced in size, 
these and our ponds and " pits" (originally dug to prove the 
quality of the marl) are too small to attract many of the 
water-fowl which resort in great numbers to the meres and 
fens of the eastern counties. The land-birds are more regular 
in their habits and appearance, and yet the subjoined notices 
show facts and features, some unrecorded and others published 
but little known, of considerable interest. To Mr. C. S. 
Gregson we are indebted for records of his truly marvellous 
successes among the feathered tribes. Where the local names 
differ from those of general acceptation they will be found 
appended.

Rare Visitors.

SEA EAGLE. (Falco Albicilla.} I have just seen a fine young 
specimen, shot on Blundell sands, about seven miles 
from the Exchange, some time ago, and which weighed 
lljlbs. in the flesh. C. S. Gregson, 20th July, 1864.

ICELAND FALCON. (F. Islandicus.} A splendid old bird of 
this beautiful species flew on board a vessel coming into 
port, and was captured by one of the crew who skinned 
it. It is now in my collection. Ibid.

OSPREY. (F. Haliaetus.) Fishing Hawk. A fine male speci 
men was pursued and repeatedly shot at over Martin 
Mere drains, but was not secured ere reaching the river
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Eibble below Preston. It was presented to me by Mr. 
Hodgkinson. C. 8. Gregson.

MERLIN. (F. ffisalon.) A fine old female I shot nt Formby, 
October, 1863; a young male bird earlier in the same 
year, and one since. Ibid.

HOBBY. (F. Subbuteo.) In 1865 I was shewn a fine male, 
shot on Cuerdley marsh. Ibid.

ROUGH LEGGED BUZZARD. (F. Lagopus.') On the 24th 
November, 1865, a specimen of this bird was obtained 
in a farmyard between Kirby and Appleton, in Cheshire, 
where it had ventured to join the poultry at feeding 
time. Jos. Let/land.

BUZZARD. (F. Buteo.) In September, 1865, two speci 
mens were reported to me as "Great Eagles," repeatedly 
seen near Neston in Cheshire. Believing they would 
make for the Welsh mountains I set off in search of 
them, and in three days was back with a beautiful buz 
zard, the plumage of which was uninjured. 0. S. 
Gregtion.

LITTLE OWL. (Stria: Nudipes, Milner.) Bare-toed Owl. A 
few years ago I saw a fine specimen of this beautiful 

  bird in the Bath wood, Ormskirk. It was perched on a 
dead stump near the ground, and seemed quite regard 
less of my approach, which was accidental. It was 
broad day-light, in the summer time, and the little crea 
ture seemed spent or stupefied, whether wearied with 
long flight or in that drowsy state so common to owls 
in the day-time I cannot say. I could have taken it with 
the hand and am certain of its identity. Thos Williams. 
[The first recorded occurrence of this interesting species 
in our district H. E. S.']

NIGHTINGALE. (Philomela Luscinia.) Considerable discus 
sion took place in the local periodicals respecting the 
veritable appearance of this favourite songster of the
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south, in Birkenhead park, in the mouth of May, 1863. 
Though unable to gratify my senses by seeing, hearing 
and identifying the bird, others in whose ornithological 
judgment I repose great confidence, were more fortunate, 
and I confidently place this record of the fact. Other 
gentlemen, though not ornithologists, having lived in 
the south of England and there become quite familiar 
 with the species, give clear testimony of having both 
seen and heard this unusual visitor, which, frightened 
away at length by the rush of visitors to the neighbour 
hood of its favourite perch, was succeeded by a boy of 
rare vocal power of imitation, who is said to have been 
"subsidised" for the performance by the neighbouring 
publicans, for very obvious purposes. The imposture 
served to confirm many in the erroneous conclusion that 
Philomela herself had never visited the place. H. E. 8.

STARLING. (Sturnns Vulgaris var. Alba.} I have just set up 
a beautiful variety of the Starling, shot at Horton in 
Cheshire. It is a perfectly white bird on the body, but 
slightly tinged with cream-colour about the tail.  
Joseph Leyland.

WHITE WAGTAIL. (Motacilla Alba.) This little-known bird 
I have shot on Bidston hill. It may always be known 
by its bluish lead-coloured back, but the characters given 
in books of its cheek marks are unreliable. C. 8. 

Gregson.
WOOD-LARK. (Alauda Arborea.) Some years ago this was not 

a scarce bird near Prescot. Recently, I have only known 
one specimen takeu in our district; it was caught in a 
" grin" at Formby, in January, 1805, and is now in my 
collection. Ibid.

BEAMLING. (Fringilla Montifringilla.) This northern bird 
appeared in great numbers in the winters of 1864 and 
1865. I got fifteen at one shot. They seemed to pass
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on from one farmstead to another, going inland, and 
could rarely be found for two days in one place on the 
coast. Ibid.

SISKIN. (F. Spinus.) The winter of 1863-4 produced me a 
single specimen, shot whilst feeding on elder trees at 
Kirkby. Ibid.

BOHEMIAN WAXWING. (Bombycilla Garrula.) Waxen Chat 
terer. A small flock appeared in the township of Fean- 
head, near Warrington, December, 1863, having alighted 
upon a low tree in a garden.  W. Dixon, Warrington. 
A male specimen was shot at Morton, Cheshire, February, 
1864, being one of two seen. Jos. Ley land. A male 
bird was secured in the grounds of H. E. Robson, Esq., 
Liscard Vale, near New Brighton, 23rd February, 1864, 
whilst feeding upon berries of a dog-rose, and has been 
well preserved. T. Binns Robson. The last-named 
was in all probability the individual which escaped at 
Morton a few days previously; their occurrence is the 
first recorded in the lower Mersey district, but about and 
above Warrington I am assured the bird has not un- 
frequently been noticed in early or mid winter. It is, 
however, only an occasional visitor on the western side 
of our island, appearing in more numerous flocks along 
the eastern shores on its way to the continent, there to 
pass the remainder of the season. H. E. 8. Three 
specimens shot near Stanley. C. S. Gregson.

SNOW BUNTING. (Plectrophanes Nivalis.) Snow flake. A 
specimen of this northern bird was captured alive near 
Liverpool and exhibited for sale in Manchester Street, 
whence it was sent to the Zoological Gardens, Regent's 
Park, a few days ago. 23rd December, 1863. Tlios. J. 
Moore. Only visits us in very hard winters, and all are 
young birds of the year, without any white upon them.  
C. 8. Gregson.



TURTLE DOVE. (Columba Turtur.) A pair alighted upon a 
rail at the western corner of Mr. North's grounds, near 
New Brighton and close to the beach, in June or July, 
1863. if. E. S.

KNOT. (Tringa Canutus.) Salt marshes, Dee side. Wm.Fry, 
" Scrap Book," 1st series, p. 39.

CURLEW SANDPIPER. (Tringa Subarquata.) One specimen, 
in April, 1865, fell to my gun, but in 1864 I saw several 
at one of our local taxidermists' for preservation, all in 
 winter plumage.  C. S. Gregson.

SANDERLING. (Calidris Arenaria.) Seen singly or in twos 
and threes on the coast where the Dunlins feed. During 
the last few years I have shot about two dozen specimens, 
thirteen of which, in spring, summer, autumn and winter 
plumage, are now in my collection. Ibid.

TUHNSTONE. (Tringa Interpres.) This once frequent visitor 
to our sea beaches is now becoming rare. H. E. S. I 
shot a few specimens of this now rare visitor in Sep 
tember and October of 1864 and 1865 ; they were young 
birds. C. S. Gregson.

PURPLE SANDPIPER. (Tringa Maritima.) Kock Sandpiper. 
A fine specimen, in winter plumage, shot between Crosby 
and the Alt, January, 1364. Ibid.

SPOTTED SANDPIPER. (Totanus Macularius.) Spotted Snipe. 
Edwin Lord, of Warrington, shot two specimens on the 
Mersey, below that town, in May, 1863, one of which 
I possess. In 1865 he again saw this species on the 
river, but did not get a shot. It has been said the bird 
was never procured in England, but I have shot it more 
than once on our northern rivers. Ibid.

SAND GROUSE. (SyrrhaptesParadoxus.) Pallas'sSand-grouse. 
This interesting and very curious species, but lately 
added to our British Fauna and whose occurrence in 
various parts of the island has been recorded in the
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Zoologist, has visited several localities in this neigh 
bourhood, viz., Upton, near Chester, John Price; Hoy- 
lake, June, 1863, T.J.Moore; near Leasowe Castle, 
November, 1863, Ibid; a male, shot near Warrington, 
Christmas day, 1863, C. S. Gregson.

EUFF. (Machetes Pugnax.) I obtain a young reeve or two 
every season on the swampy lands on our coast. Ibid. 
One shot on salt marshes, Dee side, by Mr. Fry. " Scrap 
Book," 1st series, p. 39.

SPOTTED GALLINULE. (Crex Porzana.) Spotted Crake. This 
rare bird in our neighbourhood has visited us freely this 
season. Already six specimens have been brought to 
me in the flesh, all killed within our district. It is ten 
years since the bird occurred so freely before. Joseph 
Leyland, 23rd November, 1863. " Scrap Book," second 
series, p. 138.

SPOTTED BEDSHANK. (Totanus Fuscus.) I shot a single 
specimen of this rare bird at the mouth of the Alt, 
October, 1864. C. S. Gregson.

GREENSHANK. (T. Glottis.) Formerly not scarce among red 
shanks, being easily known from them when flying, by 
its different note; four specimens have fallen to my gun 
on our shores since 1863. -Ibid.

DOTTERELL. (Charadius Morinellus.) In May, 1863, I shot 
two out of five which were flying over the mouth of the 
Alt, inland. Hid.

BLACK-TAILED GODWIT. (Limosamolanura.) Ked or Lesser G. 
As rare here as it is plentiful on the east coast, being here 
replaced by the Bar-tailed G. I have only met with one 
specimen on these shores. Ibid.

GREAT SNIPE. (Scolopax Major.) In the winter of 1863-4, 
I saw a fine bird of this species mangled, at one of our 
local bird stuffers' shops j it was said to have been shot 
at Kufford, but was not for sale !! Ibid.
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GREY PHALAROPE. (Phalaroptts Platyrhynchus.) Two speci 
mens shot at Crosby in 1863, and more recently one at 
Bidston. Ibid.

STORM PETREL. (Thalassidroma Pelagica.) Mother Gary's 
Chicken. My son, being engaged in preparing for a skele 
ton the bones of the whale recently captured at Speke, 
upon looking across the New Dock saw a strange bird 
flying; it approached so close to him that he discovered 
it to be a specimen of that delicate little bird the storm 
petrel R. Reynolds. " Scrap Book," p. 133. Dec. 18C3. 
Some time ago, while walking along Ullet Road, Aigburth, 
after very stormy weather, I saw something blowing about 
in the dust, and on picking it up, found a storm petrel 
quite dead and covered with dust. On smoothing the 
feathers, I found that the bird was reduced almost to a 
skeleton ; the skin and feathers were much worn from 
the breast and one wing was broken. The web feet and 
legs were quite perfect as were the feathers on the back 
and tail. Although it must have been dead some time, 
the body was very oily. James Hance, Jan. " Scrap 
"Book," third series, p. 218.

WHITE SPOONBILL. (Platalea Leucorodia.) A specimen was 
shot at Burton, Cheshire, 1861. Jos. Lei/land.

FORK-TAILED PETREL. (Thalassidroma Leacliii.) I have a 
poor specimen of this rare bird, shot by Sergeant Johnson 
at Old Swan.  G. S. Gregson.

MANX SHEARWATER. (Puffinus Anglorum.)
PUFFIN. (Mormon Fratercula.)
LITTLE AUK. (Uria Alle.)

Several specimens of these birds were found exhausted 
on the Forrnby shore in the winter of 1864-5. Ibid.

COMMON SKUA. (Lestris Catarractes.) I saw a flue specimen, 
caught in a net set to take " knots" at the mouth of the 
Alt in 1864. Ibid.

R
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SCLAVONIAN GREBE. (Podiceps Cormitus.) I shot a young 
bird of the year in February, 1864, on a little stream at 
the mouth of the Alt. C. S. Gregson.

SANDWICH TERN. (Sterna Cantiaca.)
ARCTIC T. (S. Arctica.)
LESSER T. (8. Minuta.)

Specimens of each of these " sea swallows" have fallen 
to my gun upon the Crosby shore. Ibid.

CANADA GOOSE. (Anser Ganadensis.) Mr. Sneads and I have 
each obtained a specimen of this species ; mine was shot 
early in the morning, and I stalked a number of them 
for several days. Ibid.

SHIELDRAKE AND SHOVELLER. (Anas Tadorna and Clypeata.) 
Of these two beautiful ducks I generally get one or more 
every year, the first at Hilhre and the second about the 
mouth of the Alt. To get a shot at a Shieldrake at 
Hilbre requires all the attributes of a good sportsman.-  
Ibid.

GADWALL. (A. Strepera.) One fine and one young bird are in 
my collection, both shot near the Altcar shooting ground, 
April, 1865. This is an exceedingly rare bird within 
our district, as it prefers fresh inland waters. Ibid.

PINTAIL. (A. Acutua.) Sometimes taken in the decoy at Hale. 
I have three of my own shooting at the mouth of the 
Alt. Ibid.

GARGANY. (A. Querquedula.) I possess a single male, shot 
by a fowler at Eufford, April, 1864, obtained by pur 
chase. Ibid.

VELVET SCOTER. (A. Fusca.) I have only seen three speci 
mens of this fine duck in our district; one was picked 
up quite exhausted on the shore at Moorhouse marsh, 
the others both fell from the effects of a single No. 1 shot, 
each from my gun, one going through the head of the 
first bird, the other penetrated to the region of the kid-
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neys from behind ; both lay dead on the sand at once  
such a sight as I never saw before and may never see 
again. Both are now in my collection. C. S. Gregson.

Scarce Breeders.

SPARROW HAWK AND KESTREL. (Falco Nistis and Tinnun- 
culus.) Almost the only hawks that incubate in the 
lower portion of the district, preferring the large ivy- 
mantled trunks only to he met with in the older woods. 
I have found a nest of the former, after several years' 
failing, in a wood within a couple of miles from the sea 
shore, early in May, 1865. An old nest of a wood 
pigeon, subsequently tenanted by a pair of jays or 
magpies, had been furbished up, and five beautifully 
marked and richly coloured eggs were ready for incuba 
tion. If. E. S.

LONG EARED OWL. (Strix Otus.) Horned Owl. I had the 
good fortune to find a nest of this bird in May, 1865, 
and within a few hundred yards of that just mentioned ; 
but in place of the desiderated eggs, it was found to 
contain five owlets, an unusual number I believe, four 
being the recognised complement. A vast number of 
castings lay at the feet of neighbouring trees, a large 
proportion of which contained the skull of a young 
house sparrow H. E. S. I have a specimen in my 
aviary, procured, when a fine young bird, from a nest at 
Knowsley. C. S. Gregson.

RED BACKED SHRIKE. (Lanius Collurio.) An occasional 
breeder on both sides of the Mersey. I have eggs taken 
from a nest near Claughton in 1863. H. E. S.

RING OUZEL. (Turdus Torquatm.) Only suspected by Mr. 
Brockholes to breed near Bidston and Tranmere, a pair 
having been noticed in each of these localities. A nest was 
found between Bidston and Oxton heaths, May, 1863,
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placed in a hedge separating gardens, at David Jones's 
farm. The eggs, two in numher, were taken for me; 
hut it was to be regretted, inasmuch as the birds 
forsook both nest and neighbourhood, where they 
had been observed for several seasons. Although the 
first recorded breeding in this part of the country, 
I find two nests of this species had previously been 
noticed by Mr. Alfred Gleave near Upton, only a 
mile distant; the last were probably the producton of 
one pair of birds. H. E. 8. I have taken a nest under 
Noctorum plantations in a bush on the edge of a pit, 
and have frequently shot the bird in the same neighbour 
hood within the last twenty years, though it is by no 
means a common one here. C. S. Grcyaon.

KEDSTART. (Sylvia Phcenicura.) A nest found 17th April, 
1863, not far from Oxton, in a hole in a bank by the 
side of a lane, about three and a half feet from the 
ground. Another was found 22nd April, behind the ivy 
on the wall bordering a wood at Behington ; it contained 
three eggs, and the bird was seen. E. Gleave.

GRASSHOPPER WABBLER. (S. Locustella.) The nest of this 
shy little bird, though but rarely secured, may be of 
more frequent occurrence than is supposed. Mowers 
have the best chance of meeting with it, placed as it is 
almost invariably under or among tufts of thick grass in 
the open fields during May and June, and to which it 
has " runs" among the turf like those of field mice. 
A nest I obtained in 1864 near Liscard, contained six 
eggs, very richly zoned with red spots at the larger 
end.  H. E. S

REED WARBLER. (S. Arundinacea.} Reed Wren. Mr. 
Brockholes, who had known of a nest among Sefton 
meadows, suspecting this bird to breed in the reedy 
ditches traversing those to the landward of Leasowe,
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others without success; but a young gentleman of the 
neighbourhood, Mr. Bewley of Poulton, was more for 
tunate in meeting with a nest early in June, 1805, 
suspended as usual between three or four reeds, and 
containing several eggs. H. E. S.

TREE SPARROW. (Fringilla Montana.) This lively and 
beautiful little bird seems to be little known in the 
district, and is often confounded with the common house 
sparrow, which builds so commonly around here in trees. 
It may, however, be known at a glance ; its brown head 
(not grey), small size, black chuck, broadest at the base 
of the under mandible (not spread out on the breast), 
and light collar, are characters which cannot be mistaken. 
It often breeds in the fork of, or in a hole in, old cherry 
trees in old orchards. The eggs are much smaller, and 
generally browner and more blotchy, than those of 
F. Domeslica ; the nest is not so slovenly, and the bird 
is more " cocket" and sprightly than its homely 
relative.* C. S. Gregson.

GOLDFINCH. (F. Carduelis.) This is becoming a very scarce 
bird here, the high slate of cultivation which has suc 
ceeded that of mediaeval times, leaving no chance for its 
favourite food (thistle seed) to ripen. I took a nest in 
April, 1861, at Bidston, and set a specimen up, shot at 
Stanley. Ibid.

TWITE. (F.Montium.) Another of our little-known birds, which 
is abundant upon our mosses but rarely noticed. In 
May, 1804, I took five nests and eggs one afternoon for 
a friend who wished to know the egg and nest. It is 
known to our local bird catchers as the " Manx Linnet," 
and may be recognised among linnets by its small

* I last spring found the nest of this species in a very different position, and 
presenting other peculiar features.  Vide Liverpool Naturalists' Journal, Sept., 
1B6U, p. 84. H. E. S.
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yellow bill, and by the male having a pinky-red ramp.  
C. S. Gregson.

LESSEE WHITETHROAT. (Curruca Sylviella.) Continues to 
nest, though very sparingly, in plantations near the 
upper part of old Wallasey Pool. H. E. S. The bird 
may be met with at Storeton, Eaby, and West Kirby.  
C. S. Gregson.

LONG TAILED TITMOUSE. (Parus Caudatus.) Bottle Tit, 
Long Tailed Mag, &c. A beautiful nest of this species 
I had the pleasure of securing in a wood near Brom- 
borough, 22nd April, 1865. It was placed in a bush 
of commingled blackthorn and wild briar, but neither 
shrub was as yet in leaf; stranger still, this selected 
position was close to a pathway, occasioning the little 
domicile to be very conspicuous at the distance of at 
least a dozen yards. The male bird was perched some 
what higher in the bush, but occupied doubtlessly in 
communicating warnings to his mate. He did not fly 
until approached within a foot, quickly followed by the 
female from the interior, who yet contrived to leave 
several feathers across the orifice to hide it from the 
gaze of intruders. The admirable architecture of the 
domicile naturally proved a strong incentive for its 
uninjured removal, and, therefore, all the branches to 
which it was attached were carefully severed below and 
disentangled above; but unfortunately most of these 
proved to be dead wood, and broke before my prize 
could be conveyed from the thicket into the open; con 
sequently a looseness has been engendered in the excel 
lently compact structure, but the original beautifully oval 
form is fairly preserved. The materials employed prove 
to be chiefly mosses of various kinds interwoven with 
lichens, flattish pieces of the latter covering and protect 
ing the exterior like the mascled armour of former ages.
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feathers, a few larger ones being left handy for hiding 
the orifice as mentioned. The outline of the nest much 
resembles that of a lemonade bottle minus the neck, 
whence the usual appellation of this curious bird, Bottle 
Tit, and considering the small size of the architect, its 
domicile is large and long, but allowance must be made 
for the requirements of the tail, which, being fully half 
an inch longer than the rest of the body, absolutely 
necessitates a considerable elevation, as during incubation 
&c., the caudal appendage is turned upward, not pro 
jecting sideward, as Mr. Selby assumed when he ventured 
to assert " a small hole is left on two opposite sides of 
" the nest, not only for ingress and egress, but also to pre- 
" vent the bird during incubation from being incommoded 
"by its long tail, which then projects through one of the 
" orifices." Messrs. Bond, Newman, and others, very 
naturally demur to such a statement, which is not con 
firmed by naturalists of the districts where the bird 
breeds numerously, i.e., the midland and southern 
counties. Its nesting in Yorkshire, Lancashire, and 
Cheshire is not frequent; and I believe the present is 
the first-recorded instance in our immediate neighbour 
hood, although the keeper at Bromborough informs me 
he has for some years met with a single nest in a season. 
The eggs in this instance were found to be the comple 
ment, or nine in number, and white, but minute reddish 
brown spots are occasionally visible upon the produce 
of this species. H. E. 8.

GOLDEN CRESTED REGDLUS. (Regulus Cristatus.) Golden 
Crested Wren. Breeds exclusively in fir plantations, 
which here are confined to the higher sandstone uplands, 
where its nest was formerly of common occurrence; 
now it is becoming scarce in the Bidston and Stourton
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plantations. H. E. 8. It visits us more numerously 
in the winter. Daring November and December, J863, 
this bird assembled in great numbers in the plantations 
and shrubberies at Aigburth ; those I shot were in very 
good condition. John Johnson.

NIGHT JAR. ((.'aprimulyus Europeans.} Night Hawk or 
Churr, Flying Toad. This interesting bird is, through 
wanton shooting, becoming scarce on our upland 
heaths and fir plantations, where, as now upon the 
more inland mosses of Lancashire and Cheshire, undis 
turbed by cultivation, it abounded. Its eggs are now 
rarely secured ; and being deposited without any covering, 
are easily seen by depredators, human as well as canine.  
H. E. S. In August, 18G4, my son saw a night jar 
upon the roof of our house, 10, Brownlow Street, a rare 
instance of its visiting the centre of a large and populous 
town. R. Reynolds.

STOCK DOVE. (Columba OEiias.} Breeds sparingly in rabbit 
burrows among the sandhills beyond the Hoylake race 
course, at Little Meols, and more frequently in those of 
the river bank between this village aud Neston ; likewise 
upon Caldy Hill, where it is known as the " Hill Pigeon," 
whilst at Little Meols, "Sand Pigeon" is the designation. 
The bird also occasionally is found, under the name of 
"Hill Pigeon" (from the sandhills), incubating in 
abandoned burrows between Forrnby and the shore. 
Near the Point of Air this species breeds numerously in 
similar positions. H. E. 8.

BOCK DOVE. (C. Livia.) Blue Rock Pigeon. A pair took 
possession of the entrance to an old rabbit burrow above 
the western sea cliff of Middle Hilbre in 1865, whence 
I procured an addled egg in July. This spot no doubt 
was selected in default of a sufficiently elevated crevice 
in, the rock to insure protection; but that the species does
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not wholly confine its nestings to holes in rocks and cliffs, 
is shewn by its breeding in the neighbourhood of the last- 
named, iu the high clay bank near Daw Pool, and having 
two or more broods in a season. It is not unlikely, as has 
been suggested to me, by my friend Mr. Alex Cooke, that 
among these blue pigeons may be found some stragglers 
escaped from domestication, in which case a mixed breed 
may be the result. Ibid.

RINGED PLOVER or RINGED DOTTEREL. (Charadius Hiati- 
cula.) "Sand Lark," but more usually the "Tullet" 
of the Cheshire, and " Tew William " of the Formby 
shore, so denominated from its peculiar plaintive cry. 
It yet breeds sparingly on the Lancashire side of the 
estuary, but has long been scared from incubation at 
its old Cheshire haunts, unless possibly about Daw 
Pool. Hid.

OYSTER CATCHER. (Htematopus Ostralaijus.} Probably 
breeds on the opposite (Flintshire) shore, but no longer 
upon the Cheshire side of the Mouth of Dee although 
suspected by the country folk to lay both upon the banks 
around Hilbre and higher up the river as careful 
enquiries have failed to acquaint me of any eggs or 
young having been secured of late years. During the 
winter season the bird is not infrequently met with on 
our shores ; being a very wary one, it is however but 
seldom brought down by the sportsman. Ibid.

WHIMBREL. (Numenius Phceopus.} For some years I have 
known the whimbrel bred on our "mosses," and this year 
requested a friend to search carefully for its nest. He 
failed in finding it until after incubation, but killed the 
male and forwarded it to me. I believe this bird has a 
passage to its nest like some of the warblers, and have 
repeatedly seen the newly hatched young, but could never

L
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discover the nest. G. S. Gregson, June, 1863. " Scrap 
"Book," p. 54.

COMMON SNIPE. (Scolopax Gallinago.) Breeds occasionally 
nearer some of our thickly-inhabited suburbs than is 
generally suspected. Mr. Gregson reports having found 
a nest in a field very near his house at Stanley. Its 
favourite incubatory haunt is, however, an elevated moor 
land.  H. E. 8.

COOT. (Fulica Atra.) Bald Coot. A much commoner bird, 
the common water hen, is so generally thus designated by 
the rustics throughout this district, that numerous mistakes 
have arisen, and such appeared, during 1864, in the Scrap 
Book, one of the editors of which, however, asserted his 
possession of eggs obtained 27th April, near the Alt, 
and but eight miles from the Liverpool Exchange. His 
previous report of this bird being seen with its young in 
great plenty, sitting upon the broad ditches that flank 
the railway near Burscough station, must surely, however, 
apply to the water hen, which I find to breed freely there, 
where the coot is now rarely a breeder, being partial to 
more secluded situations.  Ibid.

SHIELDK.AKE. (Anas Tadorna.) A few pairs breed in burrows 
among the sandhills northward of Crosby. Along the 
whole range of those within the Cheshire shore, they 
likewise bred so lately as twenty years ago, and even now 
as the breeding season approaches, two or three pairs 
appear among the hills, to be as surely frightened off in 
a day or two by the guns of the neighbouring cottagers. 
Near the Dee shore a few pairs incubate, in common 
with the stock dove, in burrows of the hills between 
Little Meols and the beach, and also in sandy portions 
of the bank towards Neston, and still more numerously 
on Caldy Hill, their eggs being invariably placed much
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lower down the burrows than those of their neighbours 
the pigeons. The Shieldrake is the only species of duck 
which selects an under-ground location for incubatory 
purposes. H. E. S.

TEAL. (Anas Cracca.) In 1864, whilst examining some watery 
places on right bank of the Mersey near Speke, I found 
a fragment of a shell of an egg of this bird, with some 
indication of an abandoned nest. Mr. Brockholes re 
cords nests, probably of one pair of birds, among the 
ditches near Leasowe. Ibid.

COMMON TERN. (Sterna Hirundo.) Sea Swallow. Not 
many years ago, according to the testimony of numerous 
fishermen and other neighbouring residents, the eggs of 
this bird (or of the Arctic Tern) were so plentiful at 
the beginning of June, on and near the beach north 
west of Formby, that it was no uncommon thing to 
obtain a hatful on passing to or from the sea. The 
numbers have diminished at a rapidly increasing ratio 
of late years in 1864 only two pairs being seen, and 
few eggs are now obtained by any. Unlike their 
fellows on Walney Island and other quiet localities, the 
tern here breeds upon the tops of sandy hillocks in 
place of the usual open gravelly beach or level bottomed 
inlet among the adjacent sandhills. The bird is not 
known to breed upon the Cheshire shores. Ibid.

LESSER TERN. (8. Minuta.) I have found breeding during 
the past two seasons upon sand banks lying off the 
neighbouring Welsh coast, where it bears the name of 
"purgeon." Mr. Brockholes's notice of this or the 
preceding species having been known to breed at Hoy- 
lake, may possibly be correct of the present one before 
the island was so much visited as of late years. It must 
be remarked, however, that very few spots exist (i.e., 
banks of gravelly sand remaining uncovered at highest
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spring tides), where alone the bird would incubate, either 
on the main shore or around the islands of Hilbre.  
H. E. S.

Habits of the Cuckoo. In June, 1803, I found near Formby 
nests of the Titlark or Meadow Pipet (Anthus Pratensis) 
each containing a couple of eggs of the cuckoo, and 
similar instances are there reported to be far from un 
common. These facts, in connection with the deposition 
of eggs by the bird at unseasonable hours, and frequently 
in nests into which it would be physically impossible to 
introduce its body for ordinary extrusion, have excited 
so considerable an amount of curiosity and interest as 
to warrant notice here. I have read of one of our 
naturalists who, having observed a cuckoo flying off with 
an egg in her bill, shot at und wounded the bird, which 
dropped the egg, this proving to belong to the species 
at any rate, and was in all probability her own. The 
circumstance corroborates a growing belief that this 
curious bird, with whose habits we are evidently as yet 
most imperfectly acquainted, is often in the practice of 
depositing its egg by extrusion in some convenient spot  
often possibly in no nest at all and subsequently, by means 
of its bill, removing it to the nest selected for its incubation 
and the rearing of the produce. This habit of the bird, 
if an absolute fact, renders it impossible to prove, in the 
case of duplicate eggs in one nest, firstly that such were 
deposited by the same bird, as prima facie one would be 
disposed to believe; or, secondly, whether or no one of 
the two was not a merely temporary deposit, awaiting 
removal to a more permanent abode. In each of the 
Formby instances one of the two eggs proved not only 
smaller but of a lighter colour than the other, much 
lighter indeed than usual, causing me to suspect the 
birds to have been young parents, and to conclude the
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pair of eggs in each case as the produce of one bird, and 
destined to remain where found for incubation, a belief 
I now cannot feel warranted in thoroughly entertaining. 
Throughout the country the nest generally selected as 
the most desirable receptacle for a cuckoo's egg is that 
of the titlark, a small bird; and it is known that to 
supply the voraciousness of a young cuckoo (the other 
young occupants having all been made away with), all 
the energies of the builders and owners of the nest are 
most heavily taxed. What chance then remains for the 
sustenance and rearing of a couple of cuckoos in one 
little nest? Instances have indeed occurred of two in 
a very young state being so found together, but none, 
that I am aware of, of such in a more advanced condition, 
and it seems very problematical whether two could be 
reared into healthy independence in a single nest. 
Notices have not unfrequently appeared in The Field 
newspaper, The Zoologist, and other natural history 
journals, of the eggs and young of this species being 
found in nests placed in small holes of walls, trees, &c., 
where no cuckoo could have voided its egg ; and cases 
have occurred within my own experience in this neigh 
bourhood in fact, one of the Formby nests, containing 
duplicate cuckoo's eggs, was placed under turf sods, the 
(lateral) opening being far too small to have admitted 
the body of a cuckoo, and consequently both must have 
been otherwise introduced, i.e., by bill or claw. A 
remarkable instance of anomalous and unseasonable 
deposition is appended, extracted from the Scrap Book, 
third series, p. 238. //. E. S.

When out nesting on the Crosby sandhills this evening 
(May, 1864), I found a titlark's nest containing five eggs, 
one of them being a very large fine-coloured cuckoo's; 
all were half set. Witbin a few yards, and on the same
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bank, I found another titlark's nest with four young, so 
far grown as to fill the nest quite level with the top 
when they were at rest. This was between 6 and 7 p.m. 
Passing again at 8 p.m., I took another look at the latter 
nest; and to my surprise, found lying on the lop of the 
young birds a cuckoo's egg, quite fresh, and evidently 
placed there within the hour. It certainly was not there 
when I found the nest; for I took into my hand all the 
youngbirds, and the nest was then empty. C. 8, Gregson.

BOTANY.

The long-promised " Flora " of Liverpool and its immediate 
neighbourhood is not yet forthcoming; and it is to be feared 
that some considerable time may still elapse ere their copies 
will reach the hands of subscribers.*

Under these circumstances, unconnected as the compiler is 
with the projectors of this long desiderated work, it proves no 
light task impartially to edit even a comprehensive digest of 
recent botanical action and successes. Nevertheless, he trusts 
the following will prove a fair representation of these, through 
the kind liberality of Messrs. H. S. Fisher, F. M. Webb, 
Thomas Gibson, Sen., Miss Grundy, and other well-known 
local botanists, their information being supplemented from 
the late lamented Scrap Book, and the private notes of per 
sonal friends.

Upon introducing his catalogue it should be noted that, in 
addition to the discovery of native British species new to 
our district, and of others in fresh localities, many have 
been noticed imported in ballast, seed, or other foreign pro 
duce, and which are or appear likely to become naturalized 
with us; these, however, will be found in a separately appended 
list. Although, through the late enormous spread of buildings 
upon both sides of the estuary, many stations of scarce and

* Since commenced in the pages of a local monthly serial, The Liverpool 
Naturalists' Journal.
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interesting native plants know them no more, yet in several 
cases species presumed to be extinct have recently been 
remarked.

In the general flora the Eosee have lately been well studied, 
and the lists of local species (with varieties), greatly extended 
by Messrs. Webb and Fisher, whilst Mr. Marratt has especially 
devoted himself to the Musci and Algse. To Mr. Thomas 
Gibson, Sen., however, a final word of tribute must here be 
accorded. Entering the field of botanical research at a time 
of life when most campaigners, satisfied or nut with fairly-won 
honours, feel disposed to resign into younger bands the more 
arduous exercises of the pursuit, this gentleman has " borne 
" the burden and heat of the day " most indefatigably ; and 
his eminent success in this as in other branches of Natural 
History, attests his discriminating abilities, and unmistakably 
crowns him as the acknowledged victor in our late campaigns,

Dicotyledonous or 'Exogenous Plants

THALICTRUM MINDS. (Lesser Meadow Rue.) Sandhills
opposite West Kirby. Miss C. Grundy; F. M. Webb. 

RANUNCULUS HIRSUTUS. (Pale hairy Crowfoot.) Road side,
Bidston, 1863, F. M. Webb and H. S. Fisher; fields at
Claughton, 1864, T. Gibson, Sen. 

R. CIRCINATUS. (Rigid-leaved Water Crowfoot.) Pit at
Claughton, 1864. T. Gibson, Sen. 

CALTHA PALUSTRIS. (Marsh Marigold), Var. Minor. In a
ditch at Ditton, 1864. Ibid. 

GLAUCIUM LDTEUM. (Yellow-horned Poppy.) West Kirby
shore, Miss C. Grundy; Formby shore, but growing very
scarce, Wm. Harrison; H. E. Smith. 

AQUILEGIA VULGARIS. (Columbine.) South end of Brom-
borough woods, June, 1863, Miss A. R. Smith. North
end of the same, May, 1865, H. Ecroyd Smith and
Walter Jones. First found by Miss Smith as above, but

L
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others have taken the credit. Here the plant grows
most naturally, and is, I have no doubt, native. In
the "Flora" it is only mentioned as an outcast from
gardens. H. E. S. 

BARBAUEA INTERMEDIA. (Intermediate Winter Cress.} Fields
at West Derby. F. M. Webb and H. 8. Fisher. 

ARMORACIA AMPHIBIA. (Horse Radish.) Copper Works,
Seacombe. Ibid. 

SENEBIERA DIDYMA. (Lesser Wart Cress.) On several banks
round open ground in the westward outskirts of Birken-
head. H. Ecroyd Smith. 

EESEDA FRUTICOLOSA. (Shrubby Base Rocket.) Waterloo,
1865, Thomas Gibson, Jan. (Not to be found on Crosby
sandhills, Win. Harrison.) 

CERASTIUM ARVENSE. (Field Mouse-ear Chickweed.) Hilbre
and Banks of Dee, West Kirhy. Miss C. Grundy. 

SAPONARIA OFFICINALIS. (Soapwort.) This plant is erroneously
stated in the " Flora " to be abundant at Hoylake and
frequent at Bidston, Crosby, Southport, &c.; it is of
very rare occurrence in the district, except as an outcast
from gardens or remnnet of former cultivation.  Wm.
Harrison; H. E. Smith. 

SPERGCLA SUBULATA. (Axl-shaped Pearlwort.) Hill above
Thurstaston. Miss C. Gniitdy. 

STELLARIA GLAUCA. (Glaucous Marsh Stilchwort.) Southport,
1863. T. Gibson, Sen., thus confirming its introduction
into the "Flora" among Aughton's list of Southport
plants. 

DIANTHDS DELTOIDES. (Maiden Pink.) Sandy fields, West
Kirby. Miss C. Grundy. 

SILENE ANGLICA. (English Catclrfty.) Cultivated fields,
Little Meols. H. E. Smith. 

S. NOCTIFLORA. (Night-Jlowerinff Catclifly.) Cornfields,
Crosby, 1864. Mrs. Thomas Gibson, Jan.
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ALTHAEA OFFICINALIS. (Marsh Mallow.) Dr. Dickinson doubts 
the existence of this plant near Southport, but it was 
found there in 1803 by Mrs. T. Gibson, Jun., and Miss 
Gibson.

GERANIUM PUSILLDM. (Least Cranes Bill.) Roadsides, West 
Kirby, and waste ground near the shore, New Brighton,
1864. Miss C. Grundy.

G. SANGUINEUM. (Bloody C.) Ee-appeared at Egremont and 
New Brighton. H. Ecroyd Smith; John Armstrong.

G. LANCASTRIENSE. Growing with the last-named near 
Caldy shore. Miss C. Grundy.

MEDICAGO MACDLATA. (Spotted Medick.) Grows plenti 
fully among waste from a tanner's yard, at Bootle Delf,
1865. H. 8. Fisher; near Parkgate, W. Harrison.

TRIGONELLA ORNITHOPODIOIDES. (Bird's foot Fenugreek.) 
Eoad-side, West Kirby. Miss C. Grundy.

TRIFOLIUM STRIATUM. (Soft-knotted Trefoil.) Sandy fields 
between Leasowe and West Kirby.  Miss C. Grundy; 
F. M. Webb.

VICIA LUTEA. (Bough podded Yellow Vetch.) New to dis 
trict. Bank of the Dee, near West Kirby, but the 
exact locality is lost through a fall of the bank. i 
Miss C. Grundy.

OROBUS TUBEROSUS. (Bitter Vetch.) In a wood behind 
Walton Hall, and in Clegg's Woods, Allerton; but the 
assertion in the Flora, " abundant in woods and shady 
"places," is undoubtedly a mistake.  Wm. Harrison.

LATHYRUS APHACA. (Yellow Vetchling.) Corn-fields, Crosby, 
1864. Miss Richmond.

COMARUM PALUSTRE. (Purple Marsh Cinque-foil.) I only 
know of two localities for this plant on the Lancashire 
side of the Mersey, viz., Croxteth Park and Fazakerley, 
although in the Flora it is said to be " frequent in boggy 
" meadows and ditches near Liverpool." W. Harrison. 

8
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Rosa (Lin.)

Our indigenous roses have of late times been comparatively 
neglected, and hardly anything has heen written about them 
for the last thirty years. But thanks to Mr. J. G. Baker, late 
of Thirsk, and now of Kew, it is likely that the genus will 
receive more attention by local botanists. His Review of the 
British Roses, published in the Naturalist, and now in 
course of illustration by the issue of specimens of the prin 
cipal forms described, places, in a complete form, his labour 
in working out this difficult genus, according to the modern 
view of the best Continental botanists, who have devoted 
much study to the subject. Furthermore, we now have, in 
the beautiful and excellent third edition of English Botany, 
a description of the genus in great measure based upon 
Mr. Baker's pamphlet.

In the Proceedings of the Historic Society of Lancashire 
and Cheshire, vol xv, pp. 93, 94, Mr. Fisher made a recapi 
tulation of all then known of the species occurring in our 
district, and their distribution. The following list includes 
the information contained in his, which in its turn contained 
what is given in the published Floras and supplements ; and 
in giving the present statement, the desire is to place before 
our botanists a list arranged in conformity with Mr. Baker's 
work.

ROSA SPINOSISSIMA. (Linn.) Very abundant upon the sand 
hills, and occasionally inland.

ROSA SABINI. (Woods.) In a hedge at Liscard, abundant; 
hedge near the first toll bar on the Upton road; near 
Raby mere. These localities are all in Cheshire, and it 
has not yet been met with on the Lancashire side. 
R. DONIANA and R. GRACILIS, of Woods, sometimes 
given as varieties, are not distinguishable as such.

ROSA HIBERNICA. (Smith.) 1. Eu-Hibernica, with hairy 
petioles, and leaves hairy beneath, occurs sparingly be-
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tween Great Meols and Leasowe, Cheshire, by the bridge 
that crosses the Birkett. 2. Glabra. In tolerable 
plenty in the neighbourhood of Great Meols, and also 
occurs at Irby.

EOSA MOLLISSIMA. (Willd.) (Fries.) Batlvwood, Ormskirk; 
Hoylake, and near (inland of) Parkgate. This species, 
commonly called villosa, will probably be found in other 
localities.

EOSA TOMENTOSA. (Smith.) Frequent in hedges, &c., both in 
Lancashire and Cheshire.

EOSA EUBIGINOSA. (Linn.) Has occurred as an escape from 
cultivation.

EOSA MICRANTHA. (Smith.) Has not satisfactorily been proved 
as a plant of our district. Mr. Fisher refers doubtfully 
to it; a plant he has from Bromborough, and may be the 
one he mentions under the last, as from Huyton Quarry, 
is this species.

EOSA JURDZILLIANA. (Besser.) In a hedge by the roadside 
between Moreton and Hoylake, Cheshire ; only one very 
vigorous bush, and this is nearly or quite destroyed now, 
through widening the road and removing the hedge ; but 
precaution was taken to obtain good shoots of the plant, 
which are now growing, along with the two forms of 
E. Hibernica (from Meols), in a field near Claughton 
village. 

The following belong to section CANINE.

EOSA LUTETIANA. (Leman.) Very common in hedges,
thickets, &c.

EOSA DUMALIS. (Bechstein ) Equally common with above. 
EOSA URBICA. (Leman.) E. FORSTERI E. B. S. Also a very

common plant with us. 
EOSA DUMETORUM. (Thuillier.) Fields between Moreton and

Hoylake, also near Bromborough, near the church, Slatey
lane, Claughton and Bootle ; probably not uncommon, 

s 2
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EOSA SUBCRISTATA. (Baker.) This too is probably not un 
common, but hitherto noticed iu only two or three 
localities on the Cheshire side.

EOSA TOMENTELLA. (Leman.) A plant, probably this, grows 
near Wallasey.

EOSA ARVENSIS. (Hudson.) Hedges, thickets, &c.; very 
common.

B. CANESCENS (Baker), R. OEEPINIANA (Deseglise), E. An- 
VATICA (Puget), E. BAKERI (Deseglise and Syme), are 
also likely to be met with in our neighbourhood. F. M. 
Well.

MYRIOPHYLLUM ALTERNIFLOKUM. ( Water Milfoil.) Hilbre. 
Miss C. Grundy.

SEDUM TELEPHIUM. (Orpine or Live-long.) Narrow lane 
N.E. of Walton Church; abundant on a hedge-bank 
just beyond Fazakerley station.  W. Harrison.

ERYNGIUM MARITIMUM. (Sea Holly.) Said in the " Flora" 
to be " common on the sand-hills from the Dee to South- 
" port;" but even single plants are now seldom found 
along the Lancashire shore.  Wm. Harrison. This 
remark applies equally to the Cheshire sea beach and 
sand-hills, but the plant is more frequent on the Dee 
shore opposite West Kirby. H. Ecroyd Smith.

BUPLEURUM TENUISSIMUM. (Slender Hare's Ear.) Brom- 
borough pool. Miss C. Grundy.

SMYRNIUM OLUSATRUM. (Alexanders.) Field near the Church, 

West Kirby. if. S. Fisher.
CONIDM MACULATUM. (Hemlock.) Herb-gatherers have 

eradicated this pretty but dangerous plant from the 
vicinity of Liverpool.  Wm. Harrison. It has likewise, 
from the same cause, disappeared from the neighbourhood 
of Birkenhead, and it is only in some of the more distant 
villages that small plants can be seen. H. E. Smith.

TORILIS NODOSA. (Knotted Hedge Parsley.) Bank of Dee 
near Heswall. Miss C. Grundy.
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SAMBDCDS EBULUS. (Dwarf Eider or Dane-wort.} Probably 
extinct as a native of the district.  Wm. Harrison.

TEAGOPOGON PORRIFOLIUS. (Purple Goafs-beard.} Abundant 
upon the railway bank between Preston Road and 
Fazakerley stations; also in corn fields adjacent to the 
railway. Ibid.

VALERIANA DIOICA. (Small Marsh Valerian.) Near the 
mouth of the Alt, left bank. H, Ecroyd Smith.

SERRATULA TINCTORIA. (Saw-wort.} Speke woods, 1864.  
T. Gibson, Jan. Woods near Speke and Hale, 1865.  
H. E. Smith.

CENTAUREA SCABIOSA. (Greater Knapweed.) Greenbank 
Farm, 1865. H. Gibbons, Jan.

ANTENNARIA DIOICA. Sand-hills, Ainsdale, 1863. T. Gib- 
son, Sen. and H. S. Fisher. Crosby sand-hills, 1865.  
Wm. Harrison.

CAMPANULA LATIFOLIA. (Giant Bell/lower.) Ince Blundell 
woods, viz., that near the Church and in another between 
the Church and the hall, July, 1864. H. E. Smith.

ERYTHR^EA PULCHELLA. (Dwarf-branched Centaury.) On 
fresh-turned ground at Wallasey, 1864.  F. M. Webb 
and H. S. Fisher.

CALYSTEGIA SOLDANELLA. (Sea-side Convolvulus.) Shore 
opposite West Kirby. Miss C. Grundy ; H. E. Smith.

CUSCUTA TRIFOLII. (Clover Dodder.} Growing on Vicia 
Saliva, Greenbank farm, 1865. H. Gibbons, Jun.

PYROLA MARITIMA. (Sea-side Winter-green.} Very fine in 
moist seasons in a marshy spot among the sand-hills 
opposite the north end of Formby, and in occasional 
damp places towards Birkdale. H. E. Smith.

ANCHTISA SEMPERVIRENS. (Evergreen Alkanet.} Allerton, 
1864. T. Gibson, Jun.

SYMPHYTUM OFFICINALE. (Comfrey.) Greenbank Farm, 1865. 
II. Gibbons, Jun,
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DATURA STRAMONIUM. (Thornapple.) Ditto. Ibid.
LINARIA VULGARIS, var. PELORIA. (Toadflax.) Seaforth, 1864. 

T. Gibson, Sen.
PINGUICULA VULGARIS. (Butterwort.) Middle of Simons- 

wood moss, very fine, 1863 or '64.  W. Harrison.
PRIMULA ACAULIS. (Common Primrose, var.) Fields near 

Hale. Miss C. Grundy.
PLANTAGO MEDIA. Field, Oxton. Mrs. F. Boult.
POLYGONUM FAGOPYRUM. Greenbank Farm, 1865. H. 

Gibbons, Jun.
DAPHNE LAUREOLA. (Spurge Laurel.) I never felt more 

satisfied of the indigenous character of any plant than 
I do of this, on the clay-banks of the Mersey below the 
decoy at Hale ; it is also abundant on a hedge-bank near 
Halewood.  W. Harrison.

Monocotyledonous, or Endogenous Floieering Plants.

NEOTTIA SPIRALIS. (Fragrant Ladies' Tresses.) In fields 
between Leasowe and West Kirby, Miss C. Grundy.

OPHRYS APIFERA. (Bee Ophrys.) Fields, West Kirby. Ibid.
HABENARIA VIRIDIS. (Butterfly Orchis.) Field near Bidston. 

Mrs. F. Boult.
H. BLFOLIA. Hilbre islands, J863, H. Ecroyd Smith; 

1864, T. Gibson, Sen.
ORNITHOGALUM UMBELLATUM. (Star of Bethlehem.) South- 

port, 1863. T. Gibson, Sen. Excessively abundant, 
July, 1864, in a meadow (since tilled) between Forrnby 
and the sand-hills. H. Ecroyd Smith.

NARCISSUS PSEUDO-NARCISSUS. (Daffodil.) Abundant on 
a hedge-bank at Orrell hill. It is now extinct at the 
Bank Hall station and very scarce at Fazakerley.  
W. Harrison.

ALLIUM VINEALE. (Crow Garlick.) Plentiful on Hale marsh, 
growing amongst Armeria Maritima. Ibid.
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POTAMAGETON KUFESCENS. (Red Pond-weed.) Near Warring- 
ton, 1864. T. Gibson, Sen. 

P. HETEROPHYLLUS. ( Various-leaved P.) Tiddler's Ferry,
\865.-Ibid. 

POA COMPRESSA (Flat-stalked Meadow-grass.) Parkfield,
1805.  H. S. Fisher. 

FESTUCA UNIGLDMIS. (Fescue-grass.) Sand-hills at Hoylake.
Miss C. Grundy, 

BEOMUS PSEUDO MYCBSUS. (Brome-grass.) West Kirby. 
F. M. Well. 

AVENA PUBESCENS. (Dowtiy Oat-grass.) West Kirhy. Miss
C. Grundy.

TRITICUM CANINTTM. (Wheat-grass.} Speke. Hid. 
LEPTURUS INCURVATUS. (Hard grass.) Ditton marsh, H. 8.

Fisher; shore, Fulwood park. Miss C. Grundy. 
ELYMUS AEENARIUS. (Upright Sea Lyme-grass.) Grows in

several places between Bootle andWalton.  W.Harrison. 
LOLIUM TEMULENTIJM. (Darnel.) Abundant in corn fields

between Bootle and Walton gaol. Ibid.

Acotyledonous or Cellular Plants. 

ASPIDIUM LOBATUM. (Close-leaved Prickly Shield Fern.) The
Flora tells us this fern is " common on both sides of the
" Mersey." This I cannot assent to, though it is abun 
dant around the New Hut, Hale, and grows at the other
stations recorded.  W. Harrison. 

A. OREOPTERIS. (Heath Shield Fern.) Plentiful in a ditch
on the side of the road from Orrel hill to the east side
of the Cemetery at Ford. Ibid. 

POLYPODIUM DRYOPTERIS. (Oak Fern.) Landican, Dec.,
1865. John Armstrong. 

OPHIOGLOSSUM VDLGATUM. (Adder's Tongue.) Abundant
near Eastham ferry, Miss C. Grundy and T. Gibson, Sen.;
New Brighton, Jno. T. Towson, F.R.G.S.; Meadows near
Leasowe, H. Ecroyd Smith.
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BOTKYCHIUM LUNARIA. (Moonwort.) Abundant in a waste 
field between Little Meols and Grange, and in a meadow 
between Great Meols and the Dove Marks, June, 1805, 
H. E. Smith; Kacecourse at Hoylake, /. T. Towson, 
F.R.G.S.; among gorse on waste ground near Claremont 
school, Wallasey, June, 1865, Edward Smith.

LYCOPODIUM CLAVATUM. (Com. Club-moss.) I am afraid this 
plant is lost to our Flora, as fifteen years have elapsed 
since I have known any one to find it.  W. Harrison. 
Still grows at Patrick-wood also at Storeton. Miss 
Archer.

LYCOPODIUM SELAGO (Fir Club-moss.) The Flora gives a 
Lancashire and a Cheshire station for this plant, hut the 
former (Simonswood moss) is lost through cutting of the 
turf.  W. Harrison. I fear it is no longer to be met 
with at the Cheshire locality (Bidston hill), as I have 
often searched this ground in vain. H. E. Smith. I 
found this plant growing upon a knoll in the fir wood 
just by the quarries at Higher Bebington, in the Autumn 
of 1863. There was a very small patch of it, and Mr. 
Brewer, who was with me on the occasion, and I, carried 
away two or three spikes each, to grow as living speci 
mens in our fern cases. Mine was kept alive with a good 
deal of tender nursing as I was rather proud of the 
foundling for about twelve months. Upon visiting the 
locality a short time ago, to verify the " find," I only 
found that it had totally disappeared, owing, no doubt, 
to the too perfect drainage and consequent unsuitable- 
ness of the place for its growth. John Armstrong.

EQUISETUM SYLVATICUM. (branched Wood Horsetail.) Ditch 
bordering a footpath commencing between Litherland 
and the Roman Catholic cemetery and running towards 
Netherton.  W. Harrison.

LYCOPODIUM INDUNDATUM. (Marsh Club-Moss.) I had 
the pleasure of finding this little marsh plant in a new
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locality, viz. on Oxton Heath in 1859 or 1860; and 
have observed that, in somewhat diminished quantity, it 
still grows on the spot. There is, however, another 
danger threatening its continued existence, in the ex 
tending cultivation of the neighbouring land ; and it is 
to be feared that this latest known Wirral habitat will 
soon become, like the one upon Bidston Marsh, a thing 
of the past. H. E. Smith.

List of Alffte new to the District.

CLADOFHORA PELLCCIDA. One specimen procured in a shel 
tered rock pool on Hilbre island. 

C. FLAVESCENS. Bromborough pool and fresh water ponds;
a common species.

C. RUDOLPHIANA. Hilbre ; a parasite on other algee. 
EHIZOCLONIUM GASPARGI. Very common all round the coast. 
HYPNEA PURPURESCENS. Hilbre. 
PHYLLOPHORA MEMBRANEFOLIA. Plentiful in a quiet rock

pool on Hilbre.
RIVOLARIA PLICATA. Plentiful all round the coast. 
OCELLATORIA NiGRO-viviois. South shore, Rock Ferry and

Eastham.
0. LITTOREA. South shore, New Brighton and Hilbre. 
SPHCEOZYGA CARMICHAELII. Muddy ditch near Bromborough

pool.
ZYGNEMA NITIDA. Ponds at Old Swan ; probably common. 
CRUORIA PELLITA. South shore, Hilbre uud New Brighton. 
CERAMIUM ACANTHONOTUM. Hilbre. 
CONFERVA JAORGANA. Wallasey pool and the Life boat,

New Brighton. 
C. SUTORIA. Hilbre. 
C. IMPLEXA. South shore. 
CALOTHEIA SCOPOLORUM. Hilbre. 
LYNGBYA FERRUGINEA. Bromborough pool, Hilbre and

South shore.
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L. SPECIOSA. New Brighton.
CERAMIUM NODOSDM.
C. FASTIGIATUM. -Hiibre.
CLADOPHORA ARCTA. .
DESMONEMA DILLWYNII. Near the wooden bridge, Seacombe.
SCHIZONEMA DILLWYNII. New Brighton.

F. P. Marratt. (Vide " Scrap Book," 3 s., 63-4-9.)

Plants introduced in Ballast or by Seed.

KANUNCULDS PENSYLVANICUS. Ballast at Birkerihead docks, 
1863.  H. 8. Fisher and T. Gibson, Sen.

LEPIDIUM RUDERALE. Ibid. Ibid.
SAPONAEIA VACCARIA. Among seeds at Crosby, 1864, T. 

Gibson, Sen.; Greenbank farm, 1865, H. Gibbons, Jun.; 
among ballast at Claughton, 1864, Mrs. F. Boult and 
H. 8. Fisher.

TRIFOLIDM INCARNATDM. Little Brighton, with seed.  
F. P. Marratt.

MELILOTUS PARVIFLORA. Ballast at Claughton, 1863, Mrs. 
F. Boult; Birkenhead, 1864, T. Gibson, Sen., and H.S. 
Fisher; Parkfield, 1864, Miss C. Grundy.

MELILOTUS ALBA. Among ballast at Birkenhead. F. M. 
Webb.

LOTUS JACOB^EA. Among corn, Greenbank farm. H. Gib 
bons, Jun.

AMMI MAJUS. Ballast at Birkenhead, 1864. T. Gibson, Sen.
MERCURIALIS ANNUA. Ibid. Ibid.

NOTE. The thorough carrying out of the compiler's intention would 
have necessitated the occupation of more space than could fairly be 
claimed in these pages, and consequently the matter relative to the 
lower orders of animal and vegetable life is eliminated, exception being 
made in favour of that popular class, the Algffi. Enough, however, has 
been produced to shew that the study of Natural History, far from being 
retrograde or even stagnant among us, has taken a fresh and, let us 
trust, a vigorous start, in the promotion of which the Naturalists'Field 
Club holds a prominent position.


